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Sammanfattning 

Scania CV AB’s modulära produktsystem medför möjligheten till komplett lastbilsanpassning 

samtidigt som endast ett begränsat antal utbytbara komponenter används. Den höga 

produktmodulariteten ställer höga krav på kvalitetssäkring av de levererade produkterna. 

Geometri och layoutsäkring är en nyckelfaktor inom säkerhetställandet av kvaliteten. Dynamisk 

geometrisäkran av lastbilar utförs genom att mäta rörelser av vissa komponenter under fysiska 

provningar. Resultaten analyseras sedan för att säkerställa att inga oönskande kollisioner 

inträffar under drift av fordonet. 

Provresultaten presenteras i provningsrapporter i form av 2D-plottar visande deltarörelser som 

inträffat vid specifika mätpunkter. Provningsrapporter anses vara svårtolkade och 

konstruktionsmisstag har inträffat på grund av feltolkningar av dessa. 

Syftet med examensarbetet var att utveckla en 3D-visualiseringsmetod som kan komplettera 

provningsrapporter och underlätta förståelsen av provresultaten. 

I detta examensarbete har flera visualiseringsmetoder identifierats. De identifierade 

visualiseringsmetoderna utvärderades sedan enligt krav härledda från intervjuer som hölls på 

Scania. En metod valdes därefter för vidare utveckling. Examensarbetet inriktades mot 

visualisering av hyttrörelser. Målet med utvecklingen var dock att skapa en generell metod för 

rörelser av alla huvudkomponenter, som till exempel axlar och motor. 

Resultatet av utvecklingen var en visualiseringsmetod som inkluderade ett MATLAB-script samt 

ett CATIA-makro. MATLAB-scriptet filtrerar råtestdata för extrema positioner av hytten. Dessa 

positioner räknas sedan om som transformationsmatriser och exporteras til ett Excel-ark. 

Excel-arket importeras sedan av CATIA-makrot till CATIA, som instansierar och positionerar 

användarvalda komponenter i de tidigare hittade extrempositionerna. 

Den utvecklade visualiseringsmetoden verifieras sedan och det bekräftas att tillförlitliga resultat 

fås fram. Dessutom diskuteras fördelarna och nackdelarna med visualiseringmetoden. Den 

utvecklade visualiseringsmetoden utvärderas sedan med de tidigare ställda kraven. 

Utvärderingen visar att dessa uppfylls. Även om ytterligare verifiering av visualiseringsmetoden 

föreslås, dras slutsatsen att metoden kan och bör implementeras i det aktuella arbetsflödet. 

 

Nyckelord: CATIA, Datafiltrering, Transformationsmatris, Visualisering
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Abstract  
The modular product system of Scania CV AB provides the possibility of complete truck 

customization while using a limited number of interchangeable components. The high product 

modularity sets high demands on quality assurance of the delivered products. Geometry and 

layout assurance is a key factor of the quality control. Dynamic geometry assurance of trucks is 

accomplished by performing physical tests while measuring the movement of certain 

components. The results are then analysed in order to ensure that unwanted collisions does not 

occur during the operation of the vehicle. 

Test results are presented in test reports containing 2D plots of delta movements that occur at 

certain measurement points. Test reports are considered difficult to interpret and design mistakes 

have occurred due to misinterpretations.  

The purpose of the master thesis was to develop a 3D visualization method that can complement 

test reports and facilitate the understanding of test results. 

In this master thesis, several visualization methods were identified. The identified visualization 

methods were evaluated according to requirements derived from interviews held at Scania. One 

method was then chosen for further development. The thesis project focused on cabin movement 

visualization. However, the aim of the development was to create a general method that is 

applicable for all main components, e.g. chassis and engine. 

The result of the development was a visualization method including a MATLAB script and a 

CATIA macro. The MATLAB script filters raw test data for extreme positions of the cabin. 

These positions are then recalculated as transformation matrices and exported as an Excel sheet. 

The Excel sheet is further imported by the CATIA macro, which instantiates and positions user 

selected components into the previously found extreme position. 

The developed visualization method was then verified and confirmed of providing reliable 

results. Furthermore, benefits and drawbacks of the visualization method are discussed. The 

developed visualization method is then evaluated by the previous set requirements, showing that 

these are fulfilled. Even though more verification of the visualization method is suggested, it is 

concluded that the method can and should be implemented into the current workflow. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

The notations, abbreviations and terms used in this Master Thesis are listed below. 

Word list 

Adams   Multibody dynamic simulation software 

AROS   Computer Platform for Scania PDM-related programs 

CAD   Computer Aided Design 

CATIA V5   CAD software 

CATScript   CATIA specific scripting language 

CATVBA   CATIA specific scripting language 

DMU   Digital Mockup 

Enovia   PLM software 

Extreme position   A relevant position of a component during a test  

GEO   Working method and system integration  

GP   Geometrical Position 

Macro   Set of instructions in the form of a program script 

MATLAB   Technical computing software 

MBD   Multibody Dynamics 

PD   Product Description  

PDM   Product Data Management 

PLM   Product Lifecycle Management 

PRC   Product Root Class 

RCS   Reference Coordinate System 

RP   Reference Position  

RTMG   Geometry assurance and testing department of Scania CV AB 

Spectra   Computer-based system for product structure management 

Transformation matrix Linear transformation described by a matrix  

VB   Visual Basic programming language 

VBA   Visual Basic for Applications programming language 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the topic of the thesis project is introduced starting with a description of the 

company where the project was performed. It is followed by project background information 

and problem description. The purpose of the thesis project is then stated and the project 

delimitations are listed.  

1.1 Problem background 

The thesis project was carried out at the Geometry assurance and testing department (RTMG) 

of Scania CV AB (henceforth referred to as Scania). Scania is a global vehicle and engine 

manufacturer company. Scania was a pioneer in developing a modular philosophy towards its 

products in the 1950s. Since then, the company has benefited from the implementation of a 

modular product system.  

The main advantage of modularization is the possibility of complete customization enabled by 

limited number of interchangeable components with standard interfaces (see Figure 1). 

Therefore, Scania can build a vast number of unique truck variants (History of Scania, 2015). 

 

Figure 1. Modular product system of Scania (Scania CV AB, 2015) 

Scania’s modular toolbox entails a complex product system that is demanding to handle. 

Geometry and layout assurance became essential to ensure that all components fit in all 
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possible truck variants and any unwanted interference does not occur between components. 

RTMG is one of the departments at Scania that is responsible for the geometry assurance of 

truck components by carrying out clash analyses on digital truck mockups. However, it is not 

always sufficient to conduct interference checks of parts merely in their nominal position. The 

space requirement of each part is not only affected by its geometry but also its movements 

during operation of the truck (Waldner, 2015). 

1.2 Problem description 

The component movements are investigated by simulations and physical testing. Today, part 

movement data is mainly acquired from dynamic geometry assurance tests. During these tests, 

part movements are measured while operating the truck on a test track. The movement data is 

collected, evaluated and the maximum displacement values in different directions are 

calculated. The results are then presented in a test report, which is shared within the company 

Design engineers gain information about part movements from test reports. The results of 

these reports are used to define part size and configuration depending on the available space 

in the design area. Test reports include a general test description, colour plots, movement 

plots and tables containing information about maximum movement values in x, y and z 

directions. Raw movement data is presented in the form of 2D movement plots showing 

several millions of positions that occurred during the test. Since test reports do not contain 3D 

visualization of moving parts and the extent of data is immense, it is challenging even for 

experienced designers to interpret test results (Johnson, 2015). In addition, test reports only 

provide movement data for the measurement points. However, design engineers are interested 

in the movement of certain components rather than the movement of the measurement points 

(Hanna, 2015). Moreover, maximum movement values cannot sufficiently describe the 

critical positions of the entire measured system, since only a maximum and a minimum value 

are provided in each direction. Critical positions also depend on the location of a specific part 

in the measured product unit (Billberg, 2015). Therefore, extra information is needed to 

facilitate the understanding of part positions. Design mistakes have previously occurred as a 

result of misinterpretations of test reports. Due to these mistakes, components might have to 

be redesigned late in the product development process, which is both costly and time 

consuming. Therefore, the test data interpratation must be facilitated in order to better 

understand how part geometry is affected by part movements (Waldner, 2015). 

1.3 Purpose 

The main purpose of the thesis project was to facilitate the understanding of the test reports by 

visualizing movements in 3D. In order to achieve that, the complete process from raw test 

data to the final 3D representation required investigation. 

The purpose of the thesis was formulated as three research questions:  

 Which criteria need to be fulfilled by a visualization method? 

 How can dynamic movement test data be visualized in 3D with an accurate and 

efficient method? 

 How can unknown non-rigid behaviour be visualized while still providing reliable 

results?  
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1.4 Delimitations 

At the start of the thesis project, delimitations were set up. The most significant delimitations 

are listed below. 

The master thesis project covers only visualization of data acquired from dynamic geometry 

assurance tests. It does not aim for visualizing data gained from other types of tests, e.g. 

strength tests, fatigue tests etc. 

The goal of the thesis was to develop a general method that, with slight modifications, can be 

applied to various types of movement tests. The thesis focuses on visualizing cabin 

movements, since these are considered as one of the most advanced movements investigated 

by physical tests. 

All components were visualized as rigid, due to insufficient knowledge about the exact elastic 

behaviour. 

Only software that was currently available at Scania was analysed to avoid the extra time that 

is needed for familiarizing with new software. 

Due to confidentiality issues, certain values or shapes used as examples have been distorted or 

completely removed. 
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2 METHOD 

The following chapter describes the research methods used in order to acquire information 

about the current workflow and movement visualization approaches at Scania. Moreover, it 

provides information about the method development and verification process. 

2.1 Interviews and research  

A vital part of the project was to understand the current workflow at Scania. The whole 

process from conducting the test, to interpreting the results was investigated. Two sets of 

interviews were performed to ensure that the needed information was acquired. Both of the 

different sets included several people from different parts of the process, e.g. a test engineer 

from the beginning and a design engineer from the end of the workflow. 

The first set of interviews was quantitative interviews. Quantitative interviews have no pre-

prepared questions to the interviewee and are more similar to an open dialogue (Ornstein, 

2013). The purpose of the quantitative interviews was to obtain as much information as 

possible. After the quantitative interviews, the result was compiled and analysed. 

The second set of interviews was qualitative interviews. Contrary to quantitative interviews, 

qualitative interviews have a pre-defined purpose (Given, 2008).  In order to achieve the 

purpose, these interviews were controlled by having pre-written questions for the interviewee 

to answer. As previously stated, the questions were formulated in a way that the answers 

would provide information that previously was overlooked, or required further elaboration. 

In addition to the current workflow investigation, a thorough literature study and online 

research was conducted in order to find alternative visualization and data filtering methods. 

2.2 Analysis of currently used and alternative visualization 
methods  

Based on the interviews and external research, various visualization methods were collected. 

Methods that are currently used at Scania were further analysed. The analysis focused on 

understanding how certain visualization methods were used, what type of input data was 

applied and how widespread the usage was. The analysis included identifying potential 

benefits and drawbacks of each method. Furthermore, the investigation process included the 

collection and investigation of the most relevant requirements that an effective visualization 

method has to fulfil. The information gathered through the entire analysis was documented 

and used during the design of the new working method.  

The collected visualization methods were evaluated and the highest ranked method was 

chosen for further development. 

2.3 Developing a new visualization and filtering method 

The chosen visualization method required an efficient test data filtering method. Therefore, 

the current test data filtering process was investigated. The filtering and the visualization 

method were developed simultaneously, ensuring compatibility and providing an integrated 

solution for the whole process of test data handling from raw data analysis to 3D 

visualization. 
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2.4  Verification of the developed method 

The developed filtering and visualization method was tested for reliability and accuracy. The 

goal of the method verification was to confirm that the automatic filtering is able to retrieve 

relevant positions and the visualized positions correspond to the results of the dynamic tests. 

Case studies were conducted in order to verify that the developed method fulfils the listed 

requirements. Results from physical clearance test measurements were compared to 

measurements obtained from the digital model after the developed method had been applied. 
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3 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

In the following chapter, the theoretical background of the thesis project is presented. Firstly, 

the current workflow at Scania is described, and then various visualization methods are 

analysed. Lastly, transformation matrices and macros are introduced. 

3.1 Simulation and test driven product design at Scania 

Scania aims for adapting a fully simulation based product design process in the future. The 

ratio of simulations versus physical testing is constantly increasing at the company as 

simulations are faster and less costly compared to physical tests. In the long term, physical 

tests are likely to be replaced by simulations for testing the vehicle functionality. However, 

physical testing will still be used for simulation validation. The process of moving from 

physical tests towards simulations is rather slow. Physical testing is still the main source of 

part movement information at Scania and physical tests will not be eliminated in the close 

future (Johannson, 2015). 

3.2 Physical vehicle testing 

Scania carries out the majority of driving tests on its test truck fleet. These trucks are 

specifically built for testing and are equipped with different types of measurement systems. 

The test trucks were previously only driven in traffic to gain information about the behaviour 

of the truck in its real working environment. In order to save time on drive tests, but still 

collect relevant test data, Scania constructed its own test track in Södertälje in the 1950s. Each 

part of the track is built to correspond a different driving setting, e.g. uneven terrain, 

maximum breaking, and slopes that can cause extreme loads in certain parts of the truck 

(Skog, Digital dynamic geometry assurance master thesis, 2013). There are only a limited 

number of test trucks available; not all truck variants can be tested on the test track. 

Furthermore, even two “identically” built test truck variants would give different test results 

due to divergent tolerances and other real life aspects such as assembly conditions, 

manufacturing conditions etc. Therefore, movement values from a specific truck test cannot 

be applied extensively on all similar truck variants. 

3.2.1 Dynamic geometry assurance tests 

Dynamic geometry assurance tests are carried out on test trucks driven on the test tracks. The 

tests include measurements of cabin movements, powertrain movements and clash tests of 

various components. Design engineers can order tests to check if interferences occur between 

the part they designed and the surrounding parts under real life driving circumstances. Certain 

parts are tested for collisions by attaching clay to the critical area. If the clay shows that the 

clearance is not sufficient, the component might need to be redesigned (Billberg, 2015). 

Motion data gained from dynamic tests are not only used for part design verification, but it 

provides the basis to a general guideline of maximum movement values of certain parts. 

Product design guidelines, or PDs, are created by comparing and investigating part 

movements in different truck variations, and are used to define interface limits for designers 

(Johnson, 2015). 
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3.2.2 Dynamic cabin movement tests 

The measurement system of the test truck is connected to a computer during dynamic cabin 

movement tests. The relative movement of the cabin to the chassis is measured in four 

measurement points; two are located on the front and two on the rear part of the cabin. The 

movement of these four points is assessed by draw-wire displacement sensors that are 

attached to the chassis (see Figure 2). The software, Devisoft is used to process the incoming 

data from the sensors. The sensors detect the extensions of the wires drawn from the chassis 

to the measurement points while driving on the test track. The raw data is imported to 

MATLAB and a script calculates the linear displacements of each measurement point in x, y 

and z directions. The results are then presented in a test report. Test engineers also record tests 

with cameras fixed on the chassis or on the cabin to gather extra information about cabin 

movements and to compare test data with the video footage (Billberg, 2015). 

 

Figure 2. Measurement points in the front of the cabin  

3.2.3 Current test reports 

Cabin movement test reports include a general test description, colour plots, movement plots 

and tables containing information about maximum movement values (Scania CV AB, 2015). 

Movement plots show the deviation of the four measurement points (front left, front right, 

rear left and rear right) from the nominal cabin position (see Figure 3). The nominal cabin 

position refers to the position of the cabin mockup in Scania’s digital product system in 

CATIA. The actual component positions differ from the nominal component positions mostly 

due to the characteristics of the suspensions. Furthermore, it is affected by tolerances, wear 

and other real life factors. Thus, the displacement measurement results are corrected taking 

into account the deviation from the nominal position.  

Positive and negative maximum movement values are provided for each measurement point 

in three directions (x, y and z). However, these values can be misleading. Since most of the 

cabin movements are not clear translations but rather a combination of roll, pitch and yaw in 

addition to translations, the maximum displacement of a measurement point does not 

necessarily equals to an extreme position of a cabin component. In order to be able to evaluate 

if the maximum movement values included in the tables are relevant for certain parts of the 
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cabin, one have to understand how the cabin corners moved relative to each other. However, 

the lack of 3D visualization makes it extremely hard to comprehend 3D movements in their 

entirety. Colour plots provide some information on how displacement values are distributed 

on certain parts of the cabin (see Figure 4). Yet, even with the help of colour plots, 

interpreting the test reports has proven to be challenging (Hanna, 2015). Misinterpretations 

are not a rare occurrence and may lead to extra costs both time and moneywise. 

 

Figure 3. Example of movement plots showing the displacement of one measurement point 

 

Figure 4. Example of a colour plot showing z translations 

3.3 Digital positioning system at Scania 

In the following chapter, Scania’s need for an advanced digital positioning system is 

explained. It is followed by a description of the most relevant parts of the digital system. In 

addition, the definition of a digital truck is stated. 

3.3.1 Why is a system needed? 

As mentioned earlier, Scania works with a high level of modularity in their products. 

Components are designed with predefined interfaces. Therefore, most of the parts can be 

assembled with any other set of parts. This offers the possibility of designing a tailored 

solution for every customer, while limiting the number of components. The modularity 
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provides a vastness of unique possible combinations, which gives Scania a competitive edge. 

At the same time, high quality must be guaranteed for all Scania’s product variants. 

In order to control the quality of the product, digital geometry assurance is conducted. The 

entire product (e.g. a truck) is built up as a digital model and analysed for any unwanted 

interferences, misplaced parts, missing parts etc. This puts a high demand on the digital 

model. 

 

A commonly used technique of assembling digital models is the use of relationship mates. A 

mate is a relation set between two or more parts in order to specify how they are positioned 

relative to one another. One example of a mate is the planar align. The planar align 

relationship takes two flat surfaces and constrains them to be located in the same plane (see 

Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Aligning two surfaces with the planar align mate 

The amount of parts in a general Scania product is in the numbers of several thousands. Add 

to the fact that most of the products have a unique combination of components. Manually 

constraining all the digital assemblies would be highly unreasonable since the part positions 

are described relative to each other. 

3.3.2 Positioning system 

Instead of relationship mates, Scania uses a global positioning system, (see Figure 6).  

Therefore, instead of placing the parts relative to each other, the part position is defined in the 

global coordinate system. The information that this chapter is based on was retrieved from a 

designer’s handbook at Scania (Oxelmark, 2013). 

 

Figure 6. Various coordinate systems of a digital truck (Oxelmark, 2013) 
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Starting from part level, every digital part has a part axis. The part axis is made out of three 

coordinate axes that are fixed in relation to the part (see Figure 7). Due to the fact that the part 

axis is fixed in relation to the part, it can be used as a tool to describe the exact position of the 

part within a coordinate system. 

 

Figure 7. A part with its part axis visible 

Each assembly has its own coordinate system called an RCS, or a reference coordinate 

system. Within the RCS, the parts are positioned with the help of GPs, or geometry positions 

(see Figure 8). A GP is a transformation that describes how the part axis connected to the part 

is positioned relatively to the RCS. This transformation includes both translations and 

rotations. 

 

Figure 8. The position of a part axis in an RCS described by a GP 

In order to keep a logical structure in the digital models, components are arranged in 

subassemblies. As previously explained, assemblies are designed with an associated RCS. 

Assemblies can be a part of other, larger assemblies thus making them subassemblies. Similar 

to GPs, the RCS connected to a subassembly has an RP, or a reference position. The task of 

an RP is the same as a GP but instead of describing the transformation of a part axis within an 

RCS, it describes how an RCS is positioned within another RCS. In other words, an RP 

describes how a subassembly is positioned within another assembly. An example of that can 

be seen in Figure 9, where each subassembly is represented by its RCS. 
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Figure 9. The relation between several RCSs and a part axis 

One of the benefits of using this system is that the part positions are solely defined by GPs 

and RPs. Therefore, all components in the system are positioned relative to the main 

coordinate system rather than to each other. 

A part or an assembly can have more than one GP or RP. For example, a fuel tank in a truck 

may have different placements depending on the layout of the rest of the truck. Each position 

is defined by its own GP or RP. 

3.3.3 Digital systems at Scania 

The amount of data required to describe positions, geometry, etc. is immense. Scania uses 

different digital systems and databases for storing and continuously updating this data. In this 

chapter, the most relevant systems connected to data handling will be briefly explained. 

3.3.3.1 Spectra 

Spectra is a system developed by Scania based on the database environment, AROS. Spectra 

contains all conditions, time controlled structures and positions of the digital models (GPs and 

RPs). Spectra can be browsed through AROS in order to gain information about the product 

structures (see Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10. The Spectra command window 

In Spectra, every part and assembly can be found with its associated conditions, positions and 

time stamps. The positions have been discussed earlier in Chapter 3.3.2. The time stamps 

describe the period of time for which a component is valid. Conditions describe when a 

component is valid. For example, a specific type of fuel tank may only be combined with a 
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specific engine. Furthermore, depending on the axle distance of the truck, the position of the 

fuel tank differs. These two choices (choice of fuel tank and its position) are examples of 

conditions (Oxelmark, 2013). 

3.3.3.2 Enovia 

Enovia is a PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) system that is integrated in CATIA. 

Enovia is a database that, similar to Spectra, contains information about the design structure. 

In Enovia, every user can individually create a PRC, or product root class. A PRC can also be 

used by several people at the same time. Enovia stores all PRCs with connected content. 

Since an object is seldom used in only one single PRC, it is important to specify who is 

allowed to modify it. It is done with the help of a lock system that is implemented in Enovia. 

There are two different kinds of locks, a reference lock and an instance lock. In order to make 

changes, the user has to obtain keys for these locks. The instance key is needed to move the 

object and the reference key is needed to be able to modify it. In order to obtain these keys the 

user must have the correct authority. The whole process is managed by Enovia. 

To open an assembly in CATIA, the user must retrieve it from Enovia. From Enovia, the 

selected geometry is sent to CATIA. The geometry itself is stored in a geometry database. 

Enovia manages the geometry file paths that are associated with the objects in the PRCs 

(Waldner, 2015). 

3.3.3.3 CATIA V5 

The actual part geometry is opened through Enovia but it is created, modified and visualized 

in CATIA (see Figure 11). 

CATIA V5 is a “Computer Aided Three Dimensional Interactive Application” - software 

developed by Dassault Systèmes, and is currently the main CAD software used at Scania. 

The CATIA V5 platform contains various workbenches organized under Application Tools. 

Each workbench has its own specific toolbar-set, which is relevant to the workbench 

application (Cozzens, 2009). The majority of the design work at Scania is carried out in the 

Machine Design Application Tool environment that contains workbenches for design, solid 

modelling, assembly and drafting. While the Digital Mockup Application Tool is mainly used 

for analysing assemblies, kinematic simulations and clash detection (Waldner, 2015). 
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Figure 11. Cabin geometry opened in CATIA 

3.3.3.4 GEO 

GEO is a working method and an application that produces the link between CATIA, Enovia 

and Spectra (see Figure 12). It provides the possibility for the systems to communicate with 

each other. GEO makes it possible to import valid models into CATIA. 

 

Figure 12. The relation between CATIA, Enovia, Spectra and GEO 

The GEO working method involves continuous synchronisation. For example, when 

designing a part, a traditional way of working is by having gate meetings where recent 

changes are introduced. Several geometrical changes might result in interferences. GEO 

makes it possible to publish an updated model each time a change is made (see Figure 13). 

The published model is then synchronized daily within the entire company, ensuring that 

everyone that is affected is provided with the latest update (XDIN AB, 2012). 
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Figure 13. Traditional gate meetings vs GEO product development process 

GEO enables the user to create a digital truck. A digital truck is a mockup of a specific truck 

configuration, (see Figure 14). It is ordered through Spectra by choosing truck specific 

conditions, such as the cabin type, engine type, air inlet type, number of wheels etc. Once the 

truck configuration is fully defined in Spectra, a “breakdown” is created and saved in the 

system. Digital trucks are full vehicle breakdowns. However, smaller breakdowns containing 

specific parts of the truck can also be ordered using the same method. Breakdowns are 

inserted in CATIA and then used for design purposes mainly to provide design surroundings 

or to carry out clash detection analyses. 

 

Figure 14. Digital vehicles 

3.3.3.5 Work layout in CATIA 

The design process in CATIA begins with the creation of a work layout under a specific PRC. 

A work layout is a structured design environment consisting of nodes with pre-set properties. 

One of these properties is the relevant geometric set, which is chosen according to the design 

project specification. For example, a part which is to be mounted in the cabin is designed 

using the “frame front RCS” as a reference coordinate system of the work layout. While a part 

which belongs to the engine might use the “engine RCS” as a reference of the work layout.  

The actual design work is done under the Design Node, while the surroundings of the part are 

inserted under the Reference Node. Personal, Breakdown and Read Passive nodes are 

structured under the Reference Node. Breakdowns (further explained in the following 

chapter) are inserted under the Breakdown Node, miscellaneous parts included in the Read 

Passive Node and the Personal Node is used when the previously mentioned cases are not 

applicable. If one violates the work layout rules ENOVIA prevents the designer from saving 

the changes made in the PRC. 
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Figure 15. Work layout tree in CATIA 

3.4 Motion visualization methods 

The main goal of the thesis project was to find an effective way of visualizing movements. 

Therefore, research was carried out to collect and analyse various visualization methods both 

internally within the company and externally through a literature study. In this chapter, the 

most relevant of the found methods are introduced and briefly explained. 

3.4.1 Kinematic simulation 

Kinematic simulations are performed at Scania in the DMU Kinematic Simulator workbench 

of CATIA V5. The first step of creating a kinematic simulation is to build a kinematic model. 

Kinematic models are simplified assemblies. The creation of a kinematic model starts by 

excluding irrelevant parts. Constraints are then added to each part and the types of joints that 

connects them are defined. Building a new kinematic model for each truck variation would be 

extremely time consuming regarding Scania’s truck configuration variety. Therefore, master 

skeletons were created at Scania with predefined mechanisms that can be imported to the 

Kinematics Simulator workbench, thus avoiding building up a new kinematic model for each 

truck variation. The master skeleton model is adjusted before each motion simulation in order 

to be in accordance with the parameters of the truck that is being investigated. After defining 

the skeleton parameters, component geometry is added to the model. However, skeleton 

models are only available for a limited number of truck parts, e.g. frame and rear axle. To 

simulate movements on other parts of the truck, either a skeleton or a kinematic model has to 

be built first. An additional drawback of kinematic models is that only rigid part movements 

can be simulated. If test data is used as input for the kinematic model and non-rigid behaviour 

occurs, CATIA is unable to calculate the simulation results. Moreover, CATIA cannot process 

the whole extent of test data due to data importing limitations of the software. Thus, only 

parts of the test data can be imported and used for simulation. The key benefit of kinematic 

simulations is that the results can be output to videos. If the kinematic model contains all the 

relevant geometry, video representations of simulation results are especially efficient way of 

visualizing component movements (Skog, Digital dynamic geometry assurance master thesis, 

2013). 
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3.4.2 Motion envelopes  

A motion envelope is a swept volume that represents all possible positions that a component 

occupies during its motion. A motion envelope is generated in the DMU Kinematic simulator 

workbench by applying kinematic simulation data on a selected component (Dassault 

Systèmes, 2015). Motion envelopes are mainly used for wheel motion simulation at Scania. 

Wheel envelopes are created to represent the space requirement during full wheel travel and 

are used for collision analyses (Skog, Motion data visualization methods, 2015). An example 

of this can be seen in Figure 16. A motion envelope is a powerful visualization method 

(Lundström, 2015) (Björkefall, 2015) since the whole travel of the component can be easily 

understood by creating a swept volume of a chosen set of components. However, a kinematic 

model and DMU Kinematic simulator licence is needed for envelope creation in CATIA. A 

significant drawback of motion envelopes is that it is not possible to measure the minimum 

distance effectively between envelopes and surrounding components owing to surface 

properties of swept volumes. Moreover, if an envelope was created by sweeping a set of 

components rather than one component at a time, the component causing the collision cannot 

be identified. Furthermore, envelopes cannot be updated automatically. If part geometry 

changes, envelope recalculation is needed to ensure that the swept volume corresponds to the 

modified components.  

 

 

Figure 16. A wheel envelope 

3.4.3 Dynamic simulation 

While kinematic models are mainly used for steady-state motion analysis, dynamic 

simulations can give an accurate result even if the motion involves acceleration. Dynamic 

simulations are more advanced than kinematic simulations. Therefore, a well-defined 

simulation model has to be built with a higher number of input parameters for a successful 

dynamic analysis. The outputs of dynamic simulations compiled for visualization are usually 

animations in video format. At Scania, the multibody dynamic simulation software MSC 

Adams/Car software is used for dynamic simulation. The software can simulate flexible part 

movements. In order to conduct a dynamic simulation, a simplified digital model of the truck 

is created and imported into Adams. Then acceleration values calculated from drive test data 

is used as an input for the model. The creation of dynamic models is time consuming. 

However, the models can be modified and reused. If there is a model available, the simulation 

can be compiled in a few hours depending on the complexity of the model and the motion. 

Moreover, the entire test data can be imported and simulated. By running a simulation, the 

minimum distance between parts can be measured. However, models and simulation results 

are not easily exportable from Adams to CATIA. Scania has recently discovered a tool to 

exchange data between the two systems. However, the application of the tool is only in its 

experimenting phrase. Results from a specific drive test were compared with Adams 
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simulations. The drive test data partly corresponded to the results of the simulation and the 

simulation was even able to predict a possible part collision that was also proved by the 

physical test. However, even though dynamic simulations have given similar results as 

physical tests, in most of the cases the results were not sufficiently accurate. Therefore, the 

dynamic models have to be further developed to achieve a higher accuracy. 

3.4.4 Cluster of part instances representing various positions 

As previously mentioned in Chapter 1.2, data from a single drive test takes account of more 

than two million part positions. However, there are only a few positions that are relevant for 

design purposes. When a certain part occupies its closest position to its surroundings, the 

position of the part is regarded as an extreme position. Typically, only these extreme positions 

are of interest during the design process. Consequently, motion can be visualized by choosing 

certain relevant extreme part positions and visualizing them in the same assembly. It can be 

done in the form of overlapping part instances. The method results in a cluster of part copies, 

each representing a specific extreme position, (see Figure 17). Thus, the time consuming 

kinematic or dynamic model creation and motion simulation can be avoided. 

 

Figure 17. Cluster of parts instances visualization with the current method 

At Scania, various departments and individuals have created their own method of visualizing 

extreme part positions using a cluster of part instances (Björkefall, 2015). The visualization is 

mostly done by copying a set of components to predefined geometrical sets, each 

corresponding to an extreme position. By pasting the chosen set of components into the 

geometrical sets, the components are instantiated and placed according to the predefined 

positions.  

The exact working methods of these geometrical sets vary depending on their creator and are 

not widely used at Scania. There is little knowledge shared about their existence within the 

company and it is often only the creator who uses them (Lundström, 2015). Visualization 

produced by these geometrical sets cannot be saved and reused. In addition, the pre-set 

extreme position values cannot easily be changed. Moreover, having several instances of large 

assemblies opened simultaneously causes the software to become slow, lagging and may 

result in a system crash. However, creating a cluster of part instances enables the designers to 

measure minimum distances between parts and the exact interference-causing part can easily 

be identified. Nonetheless, no extra software licence is needed since the whole visualization 

process is done in CATIA.   
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3.5 Simplified 3D representations in CATIA  

Scania had optimized CATIA to work more efficiently with large assemblies. 3D models are 

initially represented in CGR mode in order to decrease the opening time of extensive models 

and to facilitate the work with digital trucks. CGR is CATIA’s lightweight mode, which is 

optimized for large assembly handling. CGR or visualization mode does not contain 

parametric data, but only surfaces and volumes that represent the geometry, which requires 

less computer power. Investigation was carried out to find more lightweight 3D representation 

possibilities in CATIA. All the described simplification tools provide a reduced sized digital 

mockup representation and are available in the DMU Optimizer workbench of CATIA. The 

following Optimizer tool descriptions are based on information gained from CATIA V5 

User's Documentation (Dassault Systèmes, 2015). 

3.5.1 Silhouette 

The silhouette tool creates an external representation of a chosen geometry. Only the outer 

boundary of the part or assembly is registered and saved as a surface representation, (see 

Figure 18). The silhouette tool provides the most accurate simplified representation among the 

DMU Optimizer tools. 

 

Figure 18. Section view of a silhouette representation of a cabin 

3.5.2 Wrapping 

By applying the wrapping tool on a chosen geometry, a tessellation computation creates a 

simplified external surface representation.  The wrapping accuracy is adjusted by the user. A 

more accurate setting results in a larger digital mockup file, while a less accurate 

representation generates a “lighter” model.  

3.5.3 Simplification 

The simplification tool significantly reduces mockup size by an additional tessellation 

computation. However, it results in a considerably great loss of geometry accuracy. 
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3.6 Current filtering method 

As stated earlier, Scania has acknowledged that the understanding of the current test reports 

has to be facilitated. However, there have been no previous assigned resources for easing the 

interpretation process of the test results. Instead, involved individuals have attempted to 

improve the process as a side project. It has led to some progress, e.g. the creation of colour 

plots (see Chapter 3.2.3) and a manual filtering method for finding extreme positions. The 

latter method will be further explained in this chapter. 

The current filtering method involves plotting the delta values of each measurement point in 

different views. From these plots, extreme values of the delta movements are collected (see 

Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19. Manually extracting extreme positions from a delta x, delta y plot 

In the same way, extreme values of angles and delta movement are collected from plots 

combining rotation and translation (see Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20. Manually extracting extreme positions from a roll angle, delta y plot 

After finding the extreme values using the chosen combinations and views for all the 

measurement points, the result is evaluated. The evaluation involves attempts for finding 

patterns. For example, if there is a relation between roll angle and z travel. The results from 
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the manual filtering method are then used to assume certain cabin extreme positions. The 

extreme positions together represent the maximum displacement the cabin has undergone 

during a test. The extreme positions that were gathered from test results can be used for 

describing the general movement of a cabin type. Moreover, by comparing data from various 

truck tests and using knowledge based on experience, a Product Description or PD is created. 

A PD is a design guideline containing information about maximum movements. It is often 

used to understand space limitations when designing parts close to the cabin. Though 

effective, the current PD is believed to be overestimated in some areas and underestimated in 

others. Comparing extreme positions from tests with PD values can facilitate the creation of 

more accurate PDs in the future. 

3.7 Transformation matrices 

Transformation matrices describe linear transformations of objects by numbers organized in a 

matrix format. There are different types of transformation matrices. The chosen type is 

dependent on the intended usage. In this thesis project, only homogeneous 4x4 transformation 

matrices were used. When applying a homogeneous transformation matrix, an extra 

dimension is added to the coordinates. Hence, a transformation in 3D is described by a 4x4 

matrix instead of a 3x3 matrix. Therefore, a complex transformation can be described by one 

single transformation matrix (Jia, 2013). 

As already stated in the delimitations, in this thesis project, only rigid-body transformations 

are of interest. Therefore, only certain elements of the transformation matrix are explained. 

The two different types of transformations that are relevant for the thesis project are 

translation and rotation. An example of this type of transformation matrix can be seen in 

Figure 21. 
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Figure 21. A combined transformation matrix with both rotations (R) and translations (T) 

The translational elements are generally located to the right in the transformation matrix (see 

Figure 22). These three elements represent the translations in x, y and z-direction. 
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Figure 22. Transformation matrix showing the translational elements 

The rotational elements in the matrix are more complex. The transformation matrix includes 

three types of rotations. One around the x-axis, one around the y-axis and one around the z-

axis (see Figure 23). 
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Figure 23. The three types of rotation described by a transformation matrix 

As seen in Figure 24, the three rotations can be separated into separate matrices. Each matrix 

represents a rotation around the axes x, y and z with the angles α, β, and γ. 

1 0 0 0 cos 0 sin 0 cos sin 0 0

0 cos sin 0 0 1 0 0 sin cos 0 0

0 sin cos 0 sin 0 cos 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

   

   

   

     
     


     
     
     
     

 

Figure 24. The individual transformation matrices for rotation around the x, y and z-axis 

By multiplying the 4 matrices, the final dot product represents the final transformation matrix 

(see Figure 21). The order of the matrix multiplication matters. For example, by first applying 

a translation in x-direction and then a rotation around the z-axis will provide a completely 

different result than the same translation and rotation but in opposite order (Bajd, Mihelj, 

Lenarcic, Stanovnik, & Munih, 2010). 

3.8 CATIA macro  

A macro is a command consisting of a set of functions written in a scripting language. 

CATScript and CATVBS are CATIA specific scripting languages, based on a simplified 

version of Visual Basic Programming language (Weisenberger, 2012). The main purpose of 

embedding macros in CATIA is enabling the user to automate repetitive tasks (Ziethen, 

2013). Macros can be assigned to a customized icon placed on the CATIA toolbar and are 

executed easily anytime during the computer aided design process. In addition, there is no 

need for extra software to create or run a macro. CATIA has an embedded Visual Basic for 

Applications Programming window. 
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4 RESULTS 

In the following chapter the visualization and filtering method requirements are listed, 

evaluated and the developed new methods are presented. 

4.1 Visualization method requirements  

The most important requirement towards the visualization method is to facilitate the 

understanding of test reports. Preferably, the method is applicable to different type of 

movement test data (cabin, engine, and chassis) with slight modifications. Furthermore, it has 

to provide an easy and fast tool for test result representation that can be used without any 

special software. The motion visualization should be thorough, containing as many relevant 

moving components as possible. According to the interviews, potential users of the method 

are mainly interested in extreme positions of particular components rather than the entire 

motion itself. It is also of great importance that clearance between certain visualized parts can 

be measured. Moreover, components causing possible interferences must be identified. 

Design engineers stated that they would rather make use of a movement visualization tool that 

is CATIA-integrated than one which has to be converted or imported to CATIA environment. 

According to the interviews, a motion representation tool has to provide visualization results 

that can be saved in Enovia and reused when needed. At the time of the physical tests, the 

components of the test trucks are still under development. Hence, the CAD assembly of the 

truck changes every day when GEO files are synchronized. Therefore, if part geometries and 

locations are updated in GEO, the motion representation should update automatically to 

correspond the modified geometry. The most relevant visualization method requirements are 

evaluated in the next chapter. 

4.2 Visualization method evaluation 

In Chapter 3.4, several methods for visualizing motion were briefly described. These methods 

were evaluated depending on the extent of requirement fulfilment. A visualization method 

was given a score of nine, if it completely fulfilled a requirement, a score of three if it 

partially fulfilled a requirement and a score of one if the requirement was barely fulfilled. The 

different scores are represented by circles in Table 1. Nine is represented by a full circle, three 

by a half-empty circle and one by an empty circle. The requirements were ranked on a scale 

of five, five being a significant requirement that has to be fulfilled and one being an 

insignificant requirement that is not essential to be entirely fulfilled. 

Dynamic simulations and motion envelopes were the lowest ranked among the investigated 

motion visualization methods. Envelopes were evaluated as one of the most CATIA and 

Enovia integrated motion representation. However, the method received a lower score for all 

other requirements. Motion envelopes lack the possibility of accurate clearance measurement 

and component position identification. Therefore, swept volume representation was not 

chosen for further development. Dynamic simulation results cannot be transferred to CATIA. 

Moreover, time consuming model preparation and special software expertise are required. 

Kinematic simulations have similar limitations, with the exception of CATIA-integration. 

Extreme position visualisation in CATIA by a cluster of part instances was the highest ranked 

among the investigated visualization methods, and was therefore chosen for further 

development.  
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Method requirements Weight 

Integrated into CATIA 3     

Measurable clearance 5     

No extra software needed 3     

Fast 4     

Easy to use 4     

Interference-causing/closest part can be 
identified 

5     

Entire test data can be visualized 2     

Visualized data can be saved in Enovia 4     

Complex assemblies with high number of parts 
can be visualised 

3     

Visualization gets updated automatically with 
updated part geometry 

3     

SUM  162 124 138 228 

Table 1. Visualization method evaluation 

The “cluster of part instances” representation method completely fulfilled six requirements 

out of ten and the method has already been used for visualization of maximum movement 

= 9 

= 1 

= 3 
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values at Scania. However, the way of instantiating and positioning components has to be 

further developed, as it is not fully applicable to test data visualization in its current form. The 

main limitations of the method are caused by the positioning characteristics of the custom 

PRCs currently used for cluster visualization at Scania. In these PRCs, instance positions are 

defined by geometrical sets and axes. However, these positions would differ for each physical 

test. Manually creating geometrical sets and calculating axes is time consuming and should be 

avoided. Furthermore, if test data visualization would be PRC-independent, it would be 

possible to save the visualization results in CATIA and Enovia as long as the user had the 

saving rights of the PRC. Therefore, component geometry would be automatically updated. 

By using geometry simplification, a higher number of components, instances and large 

assemblies can be visualized without crossing software limitations. Furthermore, since the 

method only visualizes certain extreme positions, the entire test data has to be filtered to find 

those relevant positions. Filtering each set of test data by the current, manual filtering method 

is not efficient. Therefore, a new, preferably automatic, filtering method has to be developed. 

However, the end users would only use the visualization part of the method, and would 

receive the already filtered position data. The data filtering would be done by test engineers 

who write the corresponding test report. In the following chapters, the development of an 

improved data filtering method and the modification of the “cluster of part instances” 

visualization method will be presented.  

4.3 New filtering method 

In order to develop a new filtering method, the current one was carefully studied. The purpose 

was to recognize both strong and weak points of the current method, in order to optimize the 

development. The new filtering method was created in the form of a MATLAB script. The 

script processes the input test data, creates a virtual cabin and filters for extreme positions. 

Below, the two main parts of the script will be explained. The full MATLAB filtering script 

can be found in Appendix 8. 

4.3.1 Creating a virtual cabin 

As previously explained in Chapter 3.2.3, the data from the movement tests are x, y and z-

coordinates of the four different measurement points. The data includes both the absolute 

coordinates and the delta movements of the digital corresponding cabin in CATIA. In 

addition, the nominal position of measurement points is known. For example, in a real life 

test, one measurement point is located in a screw hole on the cabin. Therefore, the exact 

position of the measuring point can be identified in the digital truck in CATIA. So, the real 

life movement can be represented with the digital model in CATIA. 

4.3.1.1 Calculating angles 

After the coordinates has been imported into the MATLAB workspace, correction angles are 

calculated. The measurement point positions are not chosen to form a perfect rectangle that is 

parallel to the ground, but are rather positioned where they conveniently fit on the cabin. 

Therefore, correction angles are needed.  The correction angles represent the initial angles of 

the measurement points when the cabin is in its nominal position. When calculating the 

angles, the correction angles can be deducted in order to get the real yaw, pitch and roll angles 

(see Figure 25). 
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Figure 25. Box representing a cabin in nominal position with four measurement points 

and two correction angles 

After having obtained the correction angles, the real angles are calculated for every time step 

of the test. For each angle (yaw, pitch and roll), two different values are calculated. Yaw and 

roll are obtained in both the front and the rear while pitch is calculated on both the left and 

right side of the cabin. When the test is performed, the sensors measure the movement of the 

cabin relative to the chassis. Non-rigid behaviour of the components in both the chassis and 

the cabin results in a difference in, for example, the roll angle in the front and in the rear. The 

difference is considered too significant to neither use a mean value nor neglect it. The 

Equations used for calculating the roll angle for the front part of the cabin can be seen below 

(see Equation (1) and Equation (2)). The rest of the angles are calculated in a similar fashion. 

 1 _ _z _ _z
_ tan

_ _y _ _y

MP FrontRight MP FrontLeft
RollAngleFront nonCorr

MP FrontRight MP FrontLeft

  
  

 
  (1) 

 _RollAngleFront RollAngleFront nonCorr CorrectionRollFront    (2) 

where RollAngleFront_nonCorr is the non-corrected roll angle in the front, MP_FrontRight_z 

is the z coordinates of the front right measurement point, MP_FrontRight_y is the y 

coordinates of the front right measurement point, MP_FrontLeft_y is the y coordinates of the 

front left measurement point, MP_FrontLeft_z is the z coordinates of the front left 

measurement point, RollAngleFront is the corrected roll angle in the front and the 

CorrectionRollFront is correction value for the roll angle in the front. 
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4.3.1.2 Creating a nominal positioned virtual cabin 

Before running the script, the user is required to define the size of the virtual cabin by 

specifying a minimum and a maximum y and z coordinate. Since the measurement points in 

general are located in the front and rear of the cabin, the length of the cabin is already defined 

by the x coordinates of the measurement points. These inputs are then used to plot a box, 

which represents the cabin in nominal position. They are also used to calculate how far each 

measurement point is from the virtual cabin corners. For example, if the front left 

measurement point is located at p1 = (0, -8, 4), and the virtual bottom front left corner is 

located at p2 = (0, -10, 0). The x, y and z difference would be ∆ = (0, 2, 4). This step is 

repeated for each virtual cabin corner and the variables are saved for future use. 

4.3.1.3 Calculate virtual corner movement 

Now, the actual movement of the virtual cabin corners are calculated. The procedure of 

calculating the values at the front bottom left corner is described below. In the MATLAB 

script, the other corners are calculated in the same way. 

Normal vectors are used for calculating the movements of the virtual corners. The normal 

vector for the front bottom left corner is calculated with the help of its own measurement 

point and the two closest ones (see Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26. The three chosen measurement points with the front left one furthest to the left in the figure 

The three measurement points create two vectors which are then cross-multiplied in order to 

obtain the normal vector (see Equation (3)). 

 ( ) ( )NFL FRmp FLmp RLmp FLmp      (3) 
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where NFL  is the normal vector for front left, FRmp is the front right measurement point, 

FLmp is the front left measurement point and RLmp is the rear left measurement point. 

Then, the unit vector of the normal vector is calculated (see Equation (4)). It has the exact 

same direction as the normal vector but has a total unit length of one. 

 
^

|| ||
FL

N
N

FL

NFL
   (4) 

A unit normal vector is calculated for each time step of the test for all the four measurement 

points. For example, if the test duration was one thousand seconds, then that would 

correspond to one million time steps, giving one million unit normal vectors for each 

measurement point. As previously stated, the test data consists of a 3D point cloud describing 

the movement of each measurement point. By adding the unit normal vector times a 

predefined length to each corresponding point in the point cloud, the movement values of a 

point directly under the measurement point are obtained (see Equation (5) and Figure 27). 

 
^

Lz FpFL FLmp L N     (5) 

where pFL is the moved front left measurement point, FLmp the front left measurement point, 

Lz the z-distance between the nominal positioned front left measurement point and the bottom 

of the virtual cabin and 𝑁𝐹�̂� the unit normal vector. 

 

Figure 27. The movement of a point on the virtual cabin described by the normal unit vector 

The newly created point visualizes how a point right under the measurement point would 

move if the cabin was rigid. It takes into account both the translations of the front left 

measurement point and the rotations of the cabin (yaw, pitch and roll). In order to further 

move the newly calculated point to the corner of the virtual cabin, yaw, pitch and roll have to 

be taken into consideration. The normal vector only takes the displacements due to the z-axis 

translation into account. In order to obtain the virtual corner movements, the displacement 

that occurs due to the y-axis translation has to be considered as well. 
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First, the displacement occurring due to the roll angle was considered. As seen below, a 

scenario where a positive roll angle occurs was drawn up (see Figure 28). In the picture, both 

the VCPn (vertical corner point, nominal position) and the VCPm (vertical corner point, 

moved position) are shown. These points represent where the corner point is located in its 

nominal position and how it is affected by a positive roll angle. The unit normal vector with 

the applied length is shown as a solid black line. There are two dashed lines attached to the 

unit normal vector. The dashed lines represent the distance in y and z direction that has to be 

added to the previously calculated point in order to obtain the movement of the virtual corner 

point. 

 

Figure 28. The two front measurement points with a positive roll angle seen from behind 

From the figure above, two Equations were obtained. One Equation for the y-direction and 

one for the z direction. The Equations describe the distances in each direction that needs to be 

added (or subtracted) to the previously calculated point in order to obtain the virtual cabin 

corner point movement (see Equation (6) and Equation (7)). 

 cos( )roll yy L roll    (6) 

 sin( )roll yz L roll    (7) 

In a similar fashion, a scenario for a positive yaw angle was drawn up (see Figure 29). Again, 

both the VCPn and the VCPm are shown. The difference here is that the unit normal vector 

cannot be seen since it is located directly underneath the front left measurement point. Again, 

the distances that need to be added to the previously calculated point in order to obtain the 

virtual corner point movement are shown. 
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Figure 29. The two front measurement points with a positive yaw angle seen from the top 

From the figure above, two additional Equations were obtained. One Equation for the x-

direction and one for the y-direction. These Equations describe the distances in each direction 

that need to be added (or subtracted) to the previously calculated point in order to obtain the 

virtual cabin corner point movement (see Equation (8) and Equation (9)). 

 sin( )yaw yx L yaw    (8) 

 cos( )yaw yy L yaw    (9) 

Additional displacements due to the pitch angle are already obtained from the normal vector. 

By examining a 2D view of a positive pitch angle, this is visualized (see Figure 30). Since the 

translations due to the transfer in z direction are given by the normal vector and there is no 

transfer in x-direction, additional Equations for the pitch angle are not required. 

 

Figure 30. The two left measurement points with a positive pitch angle seen from the left 
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By combining Equation (6) and (9), three Equations are left. These three Equations describe 

the distances in x, y and z direction that need to be added (or subtracted) to the previously 

calculated point in order to obtain the virtual cabin corner movement. The cabin corner 

movement is acquired by adding these three Equations to the previously calculated point pFL 

(see Equation (10)). 

 

cos( )

(cos( ) cos( ) 1)

sin( )

y

BFL y

y

L yaw

VC NonCorr pFL L roll yaw

L roll

 
 

     
  

  (10) 

As seen in the Equation, the result was a VCBFLNonCorr, or a non-corrected bottom front left 

virtual corner. When creating the Equations above, it was assumed that the normal vector was 

pointed straight down in its nominal position. Due to the placement of the measurement 

points, this is false. Therefore, one final correction is required. 

4.3.1.4 Correcting translations for nominal position 

As previously stated, the normal vector will not be pointing straight down when the cabin is in 

nominal position due to the placement of the measurement points (see Figure 31). Therefore, 

three correcting translations are required in order to obtain the correct representation of the 

virtual cabin corners, one for each direction (x, y and z). 

 

Figure 31. Virtual cabin seen from the left with the real and the desired normal vector 

The correction translations are obtained with the help of the same figures that were used 

earlier (see Figure 28, Figure 29 and Figure 30). From these, the three Equations seen below 

are acquired. The Equations use the previously calculated correction angles. 
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 zVirtCorrX L sin(CorrectionPitchLeft)   (11) 

 zVirtCorrY L sin(CorrectionRollFront)   (12) 

 zVirtCorrZ L (2 - cos(CorrectionRollFront)- cos(CorrectionPitchLeft))   (13) 

Note, that the correction due to the yaw correction angle is neglected. It is due to the fact that 

relative to the other angles, the yaw correction angle has a very small impact on the offset of 

the normal vector. 

4.3.1.5 Final virtual cabin corners 

When the correction values have been obtained, the final virtual cabin corner movement can 

be calculated (see Equation (14)).  

 BFL BFL

VirtCorrX

VC VC NonCorr VirtCorrY

VirtCorrZ

 
 

  
 
  

  (14) 

The other virtual cabin corners are then obtained with the same procedure. By plotting all 

corners, a nominal positioned virtual cabin with a 3D point cloud surrounding each corner is 

created (see Figure 32). The point clouds represent the movement of each corresponding 

virtual cabin corner. 

 

Figure 32. A virtual cabin plot showing each corner movement as a blue point cloud 
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4.3.2 Filtering for extreme positions 

As stated earlier, in order to efficiently visualize movement that occurred during a test it was 

decided that extreme positions had to be found. In addition, it was vital that these extreme 

positions could be trusted as the most relevant ones for the user. The script processes the input 

test data in order to filter it for extreme positions. 

The filtering is done after the virtual corner creation by the previously mentioned MATLAB 

script. The filtering can be divided into two parts, one automatic and one manual. The manual 

filtering part also works as a verification for the user to ensure that the chosen extreme 

positions are of relevance. In this chapter, both these parts will be described. 

4.3.2.1 Automatic filtering 

The automatic filtering method is similar to the current filtering method explained in Chapter 

3.6. The automatic filtering examines predefined directions for each time step of the test in 

order to find extreme positions. Each time steps represents a specific millisecond (when using 

1000 Hz frequency measuring equipment) of the test. For example, for the front left bottom 

corner that was previously calculated, one extreme position would happen at the time step 

when the minimum z-value occurred. In the script, this is achieved by finding the point with 

the minimum z-value in the point data cloud. In addition, the corresponding time step of that 

point is stored. Storing these extreme position time steps provides certain benefits. For 

example, the exact location of the other corners in that specific time step can be retrieved. 

Furthermore, the currently occurring angles of the cabin can be obtained etc. This information 

is valuable at a later part of the process when the results are analysed. 

The automatic filtering is carried out corner by corner by the script processing. Below, the 

procedure of filtering for extreme positions for the bottom front left corner will be shown in 

order to explain the filtering process. The first step in the filtering process is to convert the 

absolute coordinates into delta coordinates by subtracting every point in the point cloud with 

the nominal position of the corner (see Equation (15)). 

 BFL BFLBFL VC nomVC     (15) 

The delta coordinates are then scaled. The scaled delta coordinates are obtained by dividing 

each x coordinate with the maximum x coordinate, each the y coordinate with the maximum y 

coordinate etc. (see Equation (16)). 
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  (16) 

The range of the coordinates in all directions now varies between minus one and one instead 

of their original values. The scaled point cloud has a more spherical shape than the previous 

otherwise thinner, ellipsoidal shape. The purpose of the scaling will be explained later in this 

chapter. 

As previously stated, maximum (or minimum) values from the point cloud are found and the 

associated time steps are saved. For instance, for the bottom front left corner the minimum z-
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value, minimum x-value and minimum y-value might be of interest. These three points are 

therefore filtered out and the corresponding time steps are stored in a position vector. The 

position vector will be utilized at a later stage of the process. 

Three directions have now been covered (x, y and z). Due to the advanced movements of the 

cabin, alternative directions have to be taken into account as well in order to find additional 

relevant extreme positions. Alternative directions are examined by rotating the point clouds. 

The rotated point clouds are obtained by applying rotational matrices to the previously scaled 

delta coordinates. For example, if the extreme point in the positive y, positive z-direction is to 

be found, the point cloud is rotated 45 degrees counter clockwise around the x-axis (see 

Equation (17)). The new maximum y coordinate now corresponds to the previous extreme 

coordinate in positive y, positive z-direction. 

 

cos(45) sin(45) 0

sin(45) cos(45) 0

0 0 1

rotz scaledBFL BFL

 
 


 
  

  (17) 

The previously introduced example is further illustrated in the figure below. 

 

Figure 33. Unscaled delta coordinates (left), scaled delta coordinates (centre) and rotated coordinates (right) 

By scaling the coordinates earlier, all the directions (x, y and z) have equal impact on the 

found extreme positions in the rotated point cloud. The above described steps are then 

repeated with rotations around different axes and also with combinations of rotations in order 

to include all the directions that are of interest. 

At this point, all the specified extreme points have been found at the four corners and the 

corresponding time steps, or positions, have been gathered in a position vector. Now, filtering 

must be included with regard to the middle points on the cabin. Otherwise, there is a risk that 

crucial extreme positions are overlooked. If the bottom front of the cabin is considered, 

depending on the angle of the cabin, the minimum z values of the two corners do not 

necessarily represent the minimum z values of the entire edge (see Figure 34). 
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Figure 34. Nominal positioned cabin (blue), two extreme positioned cabins (orange) 

and two point clouds (ellipses) 

First, middle points are created by taking the mean of the points from two corners. In order to 

obtain the middle point in the bottom front, the sum of the right and left bottom front corners 

are divided by two (see Equation (18)). 

 
2

BFL BFRVC VC
MPF


   (18) 

Similarly, the middle point on the bottom left, right and rear is created. The final point is 

located in the bottom centre. This point is calculated by taking the mean of all the middle 

edge points (see Equation (19)). 

 
4

MPF MPRe MPL MPRi
MPC

  
   (19) 

where MPC is the middle point in the bottom centre, MPF the middle point in the bottom 

front, MPRe the middle point in the bottom rear, MPL the middle point in the bottom left and 

MPRi the middle point in the bottom right. 

In order to filter for extremes at these locations, the same procedure that has been described 

earlier is used. The result of this can be seen in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35. A virtual cabin plot showing the movement of additional points 

4.3.2.2 Manual filtering 

When the automatic filtering is completed, the manual filtering section commences. The 

purpose of the manual filtering is to include extreme positions that might have been missed 

during the automatic filtering. First, verification of the automatic filtering result is required. 

The verification is performed by using the previously created position vector. The position 

vector includes all the time steps when an extreme position has occurred in one or more 

locations. Therefore, the position of all the corners at these time steps can be retrieved. These 

positions provide the ability to plot virtual cabins in the previously found extreme positions. 

Plotting these extreme positions as overlapping virtual cabins, in combination with the 

previously calculated point clouds provides a way of visually verifying if the automatic 

filtering was sufficient (see Figure 36). 
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Figure 36. 3D plot where every multi-coloured box represents an extreme positioned cabin seen from the front 

left 

In the first step of the filtering procedure, the user can choose what corners and/or edges the 

filtering should be based on. In the figure above, there are several overlapping boxes. Each of 

these boxes represents the cabin positioned in an extreme position. In that specific case, the 

extreme positions were filtered based on the front left bottom corner, i.e. for all the virtual 

cabin boxes, the virtual bottom left corner occupies one of its extreme positions. In order to 

verify the automatic filtering, the point cloud of the filtered corner can now be zoomed in 

from different angles (see Figure 37). Thus, the user can analyse if the boxes sufficiently 

cover all extreme positions by examining the graphs.  

 

Figure 37. Zoomed in bottom front left corner seen from the left (left), the front (centre) and the rear right (right) 

If the users deem that more extreme positions need to be added, they can manually select one 

or several points from any point cloud that are visible. The positions of the cabin that 

corresponds to the chosen points will then be added to the plot, and the position numbers will 

be added to the position vector (see Figure 38). 
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Figure 38. Choosing a point in the point cloud (left) which is then added to the extreme positions (right) 

When the user is satisfied with the result, the transformation matrices for the extreme 

positions are calculated and exported for future use. In the following chapter, this will be 

further elaborated. 

4.4 Visualization method development 

In the following chapter, the working method of the developed visualization concept is 

described.  

4.4.1 Position manipulation in CATIA V5 

CATIA V5 manipulates part positions through transformation matrices and geometrical sets. 

The visualization method investigation found that defining geometrical sets and rotation axes 

to move parts into extreme positions is not an efficient way of visualizing test data. The new 

visualization method uses transformation matrices for part position manipulation. Scania’s 

positioning system is already based on transformation matrices in forms of GPs and RPs (see 

Chapter 3.3.2). Therefore, the new method could be simply integrated into the current 

workflow. Transformation matrices are calculated for each previously filtered extreme 

position. When a part positioned in CATIA a 4x4 transformation matrix is applied. The 

matrix is not visible for the user through CATIA’s interface since it belongs to a background 

process. However, transformation matrices can be accessed through macros in CATIA. 

4.4.2 Transformation matrices for cabin movement 

As previously explained in Chapter 3.2.2, the cabin movements are measured in four different 

measurement points. Individually, the data for each measurement point describes the 

translations of that specific area in x, y and z direction. Together, they represent the 

movement of the entire cabin relative to the chassis. Since in pysichal tests nothing is rigid, 

these movements will include flexing and twisting. By calculating the exact transformation 

matrix for the four measurement points from nominal position to an extreme position, scaling 

and shearing would be included in the matrix. In CAD environment, the scaling and shearing 

would be applied uniformly over the entirety of the cabin in order to compensate for the non-

rigid behaviour. However, it is known that flexing and twisting is not spread uniformly over 

the cabin. Therefore, applying the exact transformation matrix would provide a distorted view 
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of the reality. A method for finding a transformation matrix that only includes translations and 

rotations had to be found in order to move the 3D cabin without distorting the geometry. 

Three measurement points at a time were chosen for constructing a plane. The reason for 

choosing three points is that three points always create a plane. Whereas, four points would 

generally not. The plane is constructed by creating two vectors with three of the points in their 

nominal position (see Equation (20) and Equation (21)). With these two vectors, a normal 

vector is calculated by cross multiplication (see Equation (22)). 

 1 2 1v p p    (20) 

 2 3 1v p p    (21) 

 1 2n v v    (22) 

In CATIA, an input transformation matrix must represent a rotation of an orthogonal axis 

system with the unit length of one in each axis. Since the locations of the measurement points 

may differ, it cannot be guaranteed that the vectors 
1v  and 

2v  are orthogonal. Therefore, an 

additional normal vector is created by cross multiplying the vectors 1v  and n  (see Equation 

(23)). This provides a vector that is orthogonal to both vector 
1v  and n  while still being 

located in the same plane as vectors 
1v   and 

2v . These are then converted into unit length 

vectors and combined in the matrix Q (see Equation (24)). 

 2 1n v n    (23) 
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These steps are then repeated with the points in one of its extreme positions, giving 'Q . These 

two matrices represent the rotational position of the nominal position of the cabin and its 

extreme position. Multiplying a certain position with a rotation matrix gives the rotated 

position (see Equation (25)). Therefore, by multiplying the inverse of a known nominal 

positioned plane with a known extreme positioned plane, the rotational matrix of the two is 

obtained (see Equation (26)). 

 
'Q RQ   (25) 

 
1 'R Q Q   (26) 

The 3x3 rotational matrix describing the rotational matrix of the nominal position plane and 

the extreme position has now been obtained. In the global coordinate system, the calculated 

rotation matrix can be applied to any component. These components are rotated as if they 

were rigidly attached to the cabin. However, since the rotation matrix was calculated with the 

help of planes, a translation part must be added to it in order to get the fully correct position. 
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As stated earlier, due to non-rigid behaviour the real life geometry will change, thus changing 

the distance between the measurement points. Therefore, matching all three of the chosen 

measurement points after the rotation will generally prove to be impossible. Instead, the 

centre point is chosen as a reference when calculating the translation parameters for the 

transformation matrix. In this case, the point p1 is the centre point (see Figure 39). 

 

Figure 39. Illustrating the four measurement points on a box representing the cabin 

A single subtraction is performed in order to obtain the required translation and to match the 

rotated centre measurement point, p1, with the already known extreme position, p
‘
1 (see 

Equation (27)). Then, the translation matrix and the rotational matrix are merged into the final 

transformation matrix (see Equation (28)). The format of the transformation matrix does not 

exactly correspond to the one explained in Chapter 3.7. Due to the transformation matrix 

format used to CATIA, the created matrix has a different form. The same transformation is 

achieved by the two matrices, the only difference is that the one that was created is 

transposed. In addition, the transformation matrix is written in row form instead of column 

form and it will be multiplied from the right instead of the left. 

 
'

1 1T p p R    (27) 
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As explained above, focus is put on one measurement point when calculating the 

transformation matrix. Firstly, one point is excluded when calculating the rotation and 

secondly, only one point is considered when calculating the translation. Therefore, the user 

would have to choose the area of greatest interest and then pick the measurement point that is 

closest to it. This chosen point would correspond to the point, p1, used in the above shown 

calculations. The points, p2 and p3 would then automatically be chosen as the two closest 

measurement points to the point p1. When applying the transformation matrix to a CATIA 

model, the highest accuracy would be achieved in the actual measurement point. The accuracy 

would then scale off the further away from the measurement point of where the actual area of 

interest was located. 

The entire process explained above is executed by a MATLAB function. The code for the 

MATLAB function can be seen in Appendix 8.2. 
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4.4.3 Instantiating and positioning by CATIA macro 

A macro script was developed to automate the process of part instantiation and to access 

transformation matrices in CATIA, (see Appendix 8.3). The macro is reached through a 

customized icon that was placed in CATIA’s toolbar to ease the accessibility. In order to 

move the part copies into extreme positions, the macro reads an excel file that contains 

transformation matrices. The excel file has to be created beforehand with the test data filtering 

MATLAB script. Each line of the excel sheet describes a transformation and rotation from 

nominal to an extreme position. There are approximately 15-25 extreme positions visualized 

at once depending on the filtering parameters set by the user. The visualization result of the 

method is shown in Figure 40. In the following chapter, the processing of the developed 

macro script will be briefly described. 

 

Figure 40. Extreme position visualization with the developed method 

4.4.3.1 Prerequisites 

There are two prerequisites for visualizing test data with the developed macro. The user has to 

have access to the excel file that contains the correct transformation matrices. Secondly, a 

PRC has to be opened in CATIA V5 including a breakdown of the truck that was tested. If all 

prerequisites are fulfilled, the user can execute the program by clicking on the previously 

created custom macro icon on the CATIA’s toolbar. 

4.4.3.2 Processing 

First, the user selects the excel file that contains the relevant part position information. Then, 

the components are selected for motion visualization. Since each set of transformation matrix 

has the best accuracy around one measurement point, the user is recommended to select 

components that are located close to the chosen measurement point. Then the macro creates a 

new assembly node under the PRC node. All extreme position nodes will be collected under 

this main node. The number of created extreme positions corresponds to the number of 

lines/transformation matrices that the excel sheet contains. The previously selected 

components are copied and pasted under each extreme position node. A different 
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transformation matrix is applied for each extreme position node, translating and rotating the 

part instances.  This way all sets of components under the main node occupies a different 

extreme position. Where, each position corresponds to one of the extreme cabin movements 

during the test drive. Then, the clusters of part instances are coloured and numbered for 

simple identification. The user can further examine each part instance by retrieving the 

number of extreme position from the node name. The excel sheet provides extra information 

about the test cases and roll, yaw, pitch angles of the cabin for additional test data 

interpretation facilitation. 

For a more detailed process description, see Figure 41. 
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4.4.3.3 Saving and updating visualization results 

As long as the user has the authority to save the PRC in use, the part instances can be saved in 

Enovia and retrieved when needed. If the geometry of the original components changes, the 

geometry of the part instances will be updated automatically as well. 

4.5 Visualization method verification 

In order to ensure that the developed data filtering and visualization method provides 

reasonable results, the method was verified by applying it to case studies. Data from two 

different test drives on two different test trucks were processed, filtered and visualized in 

CATIA using the filtering script and the positioning and instantiating CATIA macro. In the 

investigated test cases, either an interference occurred or the clearance between certain 

components was found to be too small. Due to confidentiality issues, the figures and values 

provided in this chapter are distorted or incomplete. 

4.5.1 Part clearance test by clay 

A part clearance test was chosen for method verification since it provided a straightforward 

result that could be tested for visualization. A test truck was driven on Scania’s test track to 

investigate if the clearance between a specific part fixed on the chassis and a part screwed to 

the cabin had a sufficient clearance during operation. The physical test showed that even 

though no interference occurred, the clearance was not sufficient and therefore the parts have 

to be redesigned (see Figure 42). The visualization method application is described below. 

 

Figure 42. Result of clearance test with clay showing a 5mm clearance 

Firstly, the problem area was identified and the corresponding cabin corner was chosen as a 

base for the filtering. The data acquired during the test drive was filtered by the developed 

MATLAB script in order to retrieve relevant positions. Fifteen extreme cabin positions were 

found by the automatic filtering. No additional positions were added manually. 

Transformation matrices were calculated, providing valid transformation data for components 
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that are located in the chosen cabin corner area. The breakdown of the test truck was opened 

in CATIA and the developed macro was executed. Components causing the clearance 

problem were instantiated and moved into the found extreme potions. The result of the 

visualization is shown in Figure 43 to Figure 45. 

The clearance between the orange and green part was investigated with the visualization 

method. Since the physical tests measure relative movement, the orange part that is attached 

to the chassis remains in place. The blue part, which belongs to the cabin, occupies the 

obtained extreme positions that are visualized as instances of the green part that is positioned 

in nominal position in Figure 43. 

 

Figure 43. Extreme position visualization by the developed method 

The part instance that occupied the closest position to the orange part was identified (see 

Figure 44). 
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Figure 44. Cluster of part instances 

The clearance was measured between the orange and the closest blue part. The test report 

provided an approximate clearance (clearance measurement is not exact due to clay 

characteristics) of 5 millimetre, while the clearance obtained by the visualization method was 

6.188 millimetre (see Figure 45). 
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Figure 45. Minimum clearance measured between parts 

4.5.2 Interference during test drive 

A significant interference, which is simple to identify by visualization, occurred between two 

components in the second verification case. During a test drive, a plastic chassis component 

collided with a component that belongs to the cabin. Test data was filtered and visualized with 

the previously explained method and the interference was successfully found (see Figure 46). 

The blue parts are extreme positioned instances of the nominal positioned part. The collision 

occurred between the orange part and the blue instances in extreme positions. 

 

Figure 46. Interference identified by the developed visualization method 
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A section view was created in CATIA for further investigation, which showed that the 

interference was not only caused by one extreme position of the cabin but two (see Figure 47). 

 

Figure 47. Interference-causing extreme positioned in section view 
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5 DISCUSSION 

The benefits and limitations of the newly developed method are stated in the following chapter 

and the visualization method is discussed. 

5.1 The filtering method 

At the time the thesis project was set out, the necessity of a filtering method was not yet 

known. Since the visualization method evaluation led to the choice of using a cluster of 

overlapping part instances, the need of a reliable filtering method was apparent. Even though 

the non-rigid behaviour of the tested components was not known, the filtering method had to 

provide trustworthy results in form of valid extreme positions. The visualization method was 

verified by applying it to certain test cases. The verification showed that the filtering method 

was able to provide relevant extreme positions. 

Even though the result from the verification was satisfactory, it was not perfect. There are 

several hypotheses of what may cause the inaccuracy. Primarily, in order to efficiently be able 

to create the new filtering method, assumptions had to be made. The transformation matrices 

were created with regard to one measurement point, forcing the user to decide in what area the 

best accuracy is desirable. The assumption of rigidity when creating the virtual corner points 

may also affect the result more than anticipated. Adding to that, only four measurement points 

are used in a test for the entire cabin. These points are measured relative to the chassis. Since 

the exact non-rigid behaviour is not known, making the above stated assumptions might 

provide a false view of reality. 

Relative to the current filtering method, the new filtering method provides a fast and simple 

visualization tool to facilitate the understanding of the movement of the entire cabin during a 

test. Furthermore, instead of being limited to the movement in the measurement points, the 

movement in other areas of the cabin can be analysed. The cabin movements are also treated 

as a system instead of the previous individual approach. It implicates that instead of solely 

listing maximum and minimum values at individual measurement points, the extreme 

positions of the entire cabin are considered. 

5.2 The visualization method 

The developed visualization method fulfils all previously set requirements. A comparison of 

all investigated visualization methods and the developed method can be seen in Table 2. 

Additional to the current cluster of part representation method, it provides the possibility of 

saving the visualization results in Enovia and the altered part geometry is automatically 

updated. The entire test data is not visualized with the new method, however all relevant, 

extreme positions are visualized and further part positions can be added by the user. The 

visualization method can handle relatively large assemblies. However, the macro processing 

becomes time consuming after a certain assembly complexity. By simplifying large 

assemblies with silhouette representation and applying the visualization method on the 

simplified representation, even complex assemblies can be visualized.  
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Method requirements Weight 

Integrated into CATIA 3      

Measurable clearance 5      

No extra software needed 3      

Fast 4      

Easy to use 4      

Interference-causing/closest part 
can be identified 

5      

Entire test data can be visualized 2      

Visualized data can be saved in 
Enovia 

4      

Complex assemblies with high 
number of parts can be visualised 

3      

Visualization gets updated 
automatically with updated part 

geometry 

3      

SUM  162 124 138 228 294 

Table 2. Comparison of current and newly developed visualization methods 

The visualization method accuracy verification was successful in the part clearance test case 

since the retrieved clearance corresponded to the test results. The difference between the 

measured clay thickness and the value retrieved by the visualization method was 1,188 

millimetre. It is likely casused by the vibration of the part attached to the chassis and therefore 

considered insignificant. The exact time when the most extreme position accured was 

identified by using the extra information provided in the corresponding excel sheet. The video 

footage of the test was analysed and it was found that the time of the extreme position 

= 9 

= 1 

= 3 
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occurrence provided by the video was identical to the time obtained by the filtering method. 

The second verification case has further confirmed the reliability of the developed 

visualization method by identifying the interference causing part in the test case. 

5.3 Method integration 

The visualization method process flowchart summarizes the steps of the developed method 

application, (see Figure 48). The whole process of test data visualization from raw data to 

CATIA representation takes about five minutes depending on the number of components 

involved. Test engineers use MATLAB scripts for test result calculation already, an extra, 

data filtering step can be simply integrated in the workflow. Design engineers and individuals 

concerned with geometry assurance can get relevant visualization data by running the 

developed macro in CATIA. There is no need for extra software expertise nor licences for 

using the method. 
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Figure 48. Visualization method flowchart 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The following chapter includes the conclusions that have been drawn from the thesis project. 

Furthermore, it is suggested how the work regarding the subject should be continued. 

6.1 Conclusions 

The anweres for the previously set up research questions are stated below concluding the 

findings of the thesis.  

 Which criteria need to be fulfilled by a visualization method? 

 The most relevant criteria towards a test data visualization method are measurable 

distance, interference-causing part identification, simple and fast application and the 

possibility of saving visualization results. Additionally, less significant criteria are 

CATIA-integration, complex assembly visualization and automatic geometry 

synchronization. 

 

 How can dynamic movement test data be visualized in 3D with an accurate and 

efficient method? 

 An easy and fast way of movement data visualization in 3D is component copy 

positioning by macro execution. A high visualization effectivity can be reached by 

visualizing only previously filtered, relevant component positions rather than the 

entire test data. Visualization accuracy can be achieved by positioning parts with 

transformation matrix application. 

 

 How can unknown non-rigid behaviour be visualized while still providing reliable 

results? 

 By calculating and applying movement data by corners, rather than describing the 

movements of a complex system in its entirety, the effects of non-rigid component 

behaviour can be accurately visualized. 

 

The developed method fulfils all identified cretaria. In addition, it provides an accurate and 

efficient way of dynamic test data visualization, including non-rigid behaviour compensation. 

In conclusion, the developed visualization method bridges the gap between physical testing 

and the digital world of mockups. It provides an aid for test engineers to complement test 

reports for enhanced understanding. 3D information about part movements facilitates test 

engineer’s task of test result explanation towards design engineers. Furthermore, by supplying 

design engineers with correct and relevant 3D visualization of part movements, report 

misinterpretations are avoided. 

6.2 Future work 

Despite providing good results in the verification, it is recommended that the reliability of the 

visualization method is further investigated by additional verification. Furthermore, to 

broaden test data usage within the company, a movement value database should be created. A 

database containing excel files with transformation matrices would facilitate movement data 

analysis and comparison. Additionally, comparing test results from various test trucks with 

the previously existing design guidelines would enhance the accuracy of PDs. A more 
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accurate PD would facilitate the work of design engineers by providing more reliable 

interface limits. It would also enhance the design by being better adapted to the actual 

component movements. By sharing the knowledge about the developed macro among design 

engineers, the visualization method could be spread and used within the whole company. 

Lastly, the visualization should be slightly modified and applied on other dynamic test data, 

such as chassis and engine movement test. 
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8 APPENDICES 

8.1 MATLAB filtering script 
% Filtering script for cabin movements 

  
% Clear command window and start timer 
clc 
tic 

  
%% Manual inputs 

  
% Check that the virtual nominal values are correct. If not, use the 

correction  
CheckNominal = 0; 

  
% Choose which virtual cab corners you want to plot 
PlotCornerTopFL=0; PlotCornerBottomFL=1; 
PlotCornerTopFR=0; PlotCornerBottomFR=0; 
PlotCornerTopRL=0; PlotCornerBottomRL=0; 
PlotCornerTopRR=0; PlotCornerBottomRR=0; 
PlotMiddleBottomFront=0; PlotMiddleBottomRear=0;  
PlotMiddleBottomRight=0; PlotMiddleBottomLeft=1; PlotBottomCenter=0; 
PlotRearCenter = 0; 

  
% Choose which virtual cab corners you want to filter data by 
               FilterBottomFL=1; 
               FilterBottomFR=0; 
FilterTopRL=0; FilterBottomRL=0; 
FilterTopRR=0; FilterBottomRR=0; 
FilterMiddleBottomFront=0; FilterMiddleBottomRear=0; 
FilterMiddleBottomLeft=1; FilterMiddleBottomRight=0; FilterBottomCenter=0; 
FilterRearCenter = 0; 

  
% Parameters controlling the size of the virtual cab 
HeightCoordBottom = 270; HeightCoordTop = 3155; 
WidthCoordLeft = -1210; WidthCoordRight = 1210; 

  
% Set maximum allowed extreme positions 
LimitExtremes = 50; 

  
% Choose if excel with transformation matrices is to be created 
CreateExcel = 0;  

  
% Choose if manual extremes are going to be added 
ManualExtremes = 0; 

  
% --------------- Input correction values ------------ 
FL_pos_corr   = [ 0, 0, -38 ]; 
FR_pos_corr   = [ 0, 0, -35 ];  
RL_pos_corr   = [ 0, 0, -43 ];   
RR_pos_corr   = [ 0, 0, -41 ]; 

  

  
%% Get coordinates from files 

  
if exist('FLx_delta','var')==0 && exist('RRx_delta','var')==0   
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datafolder_FL = [pwd,'\Cab_Front_LEFT_corrZ_3D\MAT']; 
datafolder_RL = [pwd,'\Cab_Rear_LEFT_corrZ_3D\MAT']; 
datafolder_FR = [pwd,'\Cab_Front_RIGHT_corrZ_3D\MAT']; 
datafolder_RR = [pwd,'\Cab_Rear_RIGHT_corrZ_3D\MAT']; 

  

  
% FL coords 
[pathname] = datafolder_FL; 
files = dir( fullfile(pathname,'*.mat') );   %# list all *.mat files 
files = {files.name}';                       %# file names 

  
data = cell(numel(files),1);                 %# store file contents 

  
for i=1:numel(files) 
    fname = fullfile(pathname,files{i});     %# full path to file 
    data{i} = load(fname);                   %# load file 
end 

  
FLx_delta=[]; 
FLy_delta=[]; 
FLz_delta=[]; 
FLx=[]; 
FLy=[]; 
FLz=[]; 
TestTime=[]; 
for i=1:numel(files) 
    FLx_delta=[FLx_delta; data{i}.x_delta]; 
    FLy_delta=[FLy_delta; data{i}.y_delta]; 
    FLz_delta=[FLz_delta; data{i}.z_delta]; 
    FLx=[FLx; data{i}.x]; 
    FLy=[FLy; data{i}.y]; 
    FLz=[FLz; data{i}.z]; 
    TestTime=[TestTime; ones(length(data{i}.x_delta),1)*i]; 
end 
TestTime=[TestTime, (1:length(FLx))']; 

  
% FR coords 
[pathname] = datafolder_FR; 
files = dir( fullfile(pathname,'*.mat') );   %# list all *.mat files 
files = {files.name}';                       %# file names 

  
data = cell(numel(files),1);                 %# store file contents 
for i=1:numel(files) 
    fname = fullfile(pathname,files{i});     %# full path to file 
    data{i} = load(fname);                   %# load file 
end 

  
FRx_delta=[]; 
FRy_delta=[]; 
FRz_delta=[]; 
FRx=[]; 
FRy=[]; 
FRz=[]; 
for i=1:numel(files) 
    FRx_delta=[FRx_delta; data{i}.x_delta]; 
    FRy_delta=[FRy_delta; data{i}.y_delta]; 
    FRz_delta=[FRz_delta; data{i}.z_delta]; 
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    FRx=[FRx; data{i}.x]; 
    FRy=[FRy; data{i}.y]; 
    FRz=[FRz; data{i}.z]; 
end 

  
% RL coords 
[pathname] = datafolder_RL; 
files = dir( fullfile(pathname,'*.mat') );   %# list all *.mat files 
files = {files.name}';                       %# file names 

  
data = cell(numel(files),1);                 %# store file contents 
for i=1:numel(files) 
    fname = fullfile(pathname,files{i});     %# full path to file 
    data{i} = load(fname);                   %# load file 
end 

  
RLx_delta=[]; 
RLy_delta=[]; 
RLz_delta=[]; 
RLx=[]; 
RLy=[]; 
RLz=[]; 
for i=1:numel(files) 
    RLx_delta=[RLx_delta; data{i}.x_delta]; 
    RLy_delta=[RLy_delta; data{i}.y_delta]; 
    RLz_delta=[RLz_delta; data{i}.z_delta]; 
    RLx=[RLx; data{i}.x]; 
    RLy=[RLy; data{i}.y]; 
    RLz=[RLz; data{i}.z]; 
end 

  
% RR coords 
[pathname] = datafolder_RR; 
files = dir( fullfile(pathname,'*.mat') );   %# list all *.mat files 
files = {files.name}';                       %# file names 

  
data = cell(numel(files),1);                 %# store file contents 
for i=1:numel(files) 
    fname = fullfile(pathname,files{i});     %# full path to file 
    data{i} = load(fname);                   %# load file 
end 

  
RRx_delta=[]; 
RRy_delta=[]; 
RRz_delta=[]; 
RRx=[]; 
RRy=[]; 
RRz=[]; 
for i=1:numel(files) 
    RRx_delta=[RRx_delta; data{i}.x_delta]; 
    RRy_delta=[RRy_delta; data{i}.y_delta]; 
    RRz_delta=[RRz_delta; data{i}.z_delta]; 
    RRx=[RRx; data{i}.x]; 
    RRy=[RRy; data{i}.y]; 
    RRz=[RRz; data{i}.z]; 
end 

  
disp(['Time to get coords: ' num2str(toc) ' sec.']) 
else 
disp('Used old coords.') 
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end 

  
%% Adding positions to Coordinates 

  
% Front left coordinates with positions 
Nc=length(FLx_delta);           % Number of measuring points 
p=1/Nc;                         % Percentage controlling the filtering 
FL_xd=[FLx_delta, (1:Nc)']; 
FL_yd=[FLy_delta, (1:Nc)']; 
FL_zd=[FLz_delta, (1:Nc)']; 

  
% Front right coordinates 
FR_xd=[FRx_delta, (1:Nc)']; 
FR_yd=[FRy_delta, (1:Nc)']; 
FR_zd=[FRz_delta, (1:Nc)']; 

  
% Rear left coordinates 
RL_xd=[RLx_delta, (1:Nc)']; 
RL_yd=[RLy_delta, (1:Nc)']; 
RL_zd=[RLz_delta, (1:Nc)']; 

  
% Rear right coordinates 
RR_xd=[RRx_delta, (1:Nc)']; 
RR_yd=[RRy_delta, (1:Nc)']; 
RR_zd=[RRz_delta, (1:Nc)']; 

  
%%  Start the filtering process 
kChosen=[]; 
tic 
while length(kChosen) > LimitExtremes || isempty(kChosen) 

  
Nxlow=1:round(Nc*p); 
Nxhigh=round(Nc*(1-p))+1:Nc; 
Nx=[Nxlow Nxhigh]'; 

  

  
%% Getting nominal position 

  
%---------Correction variables due to angles between measure points 
if exist ([pwd,'\Cab_Front_LEFT_corrZ_3D\Cab Front LEFT 

corrZ_3D_coord.txt'], 'file') 
coordFL = [pwd,'\Cab_Front_LEFT_corrZ_3D\Cab Front LEFT 

corrZ_3D_coord.txt']; 
gargaplunk=textread(coordFL,'%s'); 
else 
disp([[pwd,'\Cab_Front_LEFT_corrZ_3D\Cab Front LEFT corrZ_3D_coord.txt'] ' 

not found']) 
end 
c1=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(3))); 
c2=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(4))); 
c3=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(5))); 
FL_pos_start=[c1,c2,c3]; 

  
if exist ([pwd,'\Cab_Rear_LEFT_corrZ_3D\Cab Rear LEFT corrZ_3D_coord.txt'], 

'file') 
coordRL = [pwd,'\Cab_Rear_LEFT_corrZ_3D\Cab Rear LEFT corrZ_3D_coord.txt']; 
gargaplunk=textread(coordRL,'%s'); 
end 
c1=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(3))); 
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c2=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(4))); 
c3=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(5))); 
RL_pos_start=[c1,c2,c3]; 

  
if exist ([pwd,'\Cab_Front_RIGHT_corrZ_3D\Cab Front RIGHT 

corrZ_3D_coord.txt'], 'file') 
coordFR = [pwd,'\Cab_Front_RIGHT_corrZ_3D\Cab Front RIGHT 

corrZ_3D_coord.txt']; 
gargaplunk=textread(coordFR,'%s'); 
end 
c1=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(3))); 
c2=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(4))); 
c3=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(5))); 
FR_pos_start=[c1,c2,c3]; 

  
if exist ([pwd,'\Cab_Rear_RIGHT_corrZ_3D\Cab Rear RIGHT 

corrZ_3D_coord.txt'], 'file') 
coordRR = [pwd,'\Cab_Rear_RIGHT_corrZ_3D\Cab Rear RIGHT 

corrZ_3D_coord.txt']; 
gargaplunk=textread(coordRR,'%s'); 
end 
c1=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(3))); 
c2=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(4))); 
c3=str2double(cell2mat(gargaplunk(5))); 
RR_pos_start=[c1,c2,c3]; 

  

  
pos_nom=[FL_pos_start; FR_pos_start;RL_pos_start; RR_pos_start]; 

  

  
%% Roll, Pitch, Yaw - Angles 
corr_pitchL=atand( (FL_pos_start(3)-RL_pos_start(3)) / (RL_pos_start(1)-

FL_pos_start(1))); 
corr_pitchR=atand( (FR_pos_start(3)-RR_pos_start(3)) / (RR_pos_start(1)-

FR_pos_start(1))); 

  
corr_rollF=atand( (FR_pos_start(3)-FL_pos_start(3)) / (FR_pos_start(2)-

FL_pos_start(2))); 
corr_rollR=atand( (RR_pos_start(3)-RL_pos_start(3)) / (RR_pos_start(2)-

RL_pos_start(2))); 

  
corr_yawF=atand(  (FL_pos_start(1)-FR_pos_start(1))/ (FR_pos_start(2)-

FL_pos_start(2))); 
corr_yawR=atand(  (RL_pos_start(1)-RR_pos_start(1))/ (RR_pos_start(2)-

RL_pos_start(2))); 

  

  
%-------------- Yaw angle -------------- 

  
% Front      
yDiffFront=FRy(:,1)-FLy(:,1); 
xDiffFront=FLx(:,1)-FRx(:,1);      

  
angle_yawFnc=atand((xDiffFront)./(yDiffFront));     % Non-corrected yaw 

angle front 
angle_yawF=angle_yawFnc-corr_yawF;                  % Corrected yaw angle 

front 
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% Rear 
yDiffRear=RRx(:,1)-RLy(:,1); 
xDiffRear=RLx(:,1)-RRx(:,1);      

  
angle_yawRnc=atand((xDiffRear)./(yDiffRear));       % Non-corrected yaw 

angle rear 
angle_yawR=angle_yawRnc-corr_yawR;                  % Corrected yaw angle 

rear 

  

  
%-------------- Pitch angle -------------- 

  
% Left 
zDiffLeft=FLz(:,1)-RLz(:,1); 
xDiffLeft=RLx(:,1)-FLx(:,1); 

  
angle_pitchLnc=atand((zDiffLeft)./(xDiffLeft));     % Non-corrected pitch 

angle left 
angle_pitchL=angle_pitchLnc-corr_pitchL;            % Corrected pitch angle 

left 

  
% Right 
zDiffRight=FRz(:,1)-RRz(:,1); 
xDiffRight=RRx(:,1)-FRx(:,1); 

  
angle_pitchRnc=atand((zDiffRight)./(xDiffRight));   % Non-corrected pitch 

angle right 
angle_pitchR=angle_pitchRnc-corr_pitchR;            % Corrected pitch angle 

right 

  

  
%-------------- Roll angle -------------- 

  
% Front 
zDiffFront=FRz(:,1)-FLz(:,1); 
yDiffFront=FRy(:,1)-FLy(:,1); 

     
angle_rollFnc=atand((zDiffFront)./(yDiffFront));    % Non-corrected roll 

angle front 
angle_rollF=angle_rollFnc-corr_rollF;               % Corrected roll angle 

front 

  
% Rear 
zDiffRear=RRz(:,1)-RLz(:,1); 
yDiffRear=RRy(:,1)-RLy(:,1); 

     
angle_rollRnc=atand((zDiffRear)./(yDiffRear));      % Non-corrected roll 

angle rear 
angle_rollR=angle_rollRnc-corr_rollR;               % Corrected roll angle 

rear 

  

  
%% Virtual cab corners 

  
Coords =   [FLx(:,1), FLy(:,1), FLz(:,1),... %[FLx .... 
            FRx(:,1), FRy(:,1), FRz(:,1),... %[FLy .... 
            RLx(:,1), RLy(:,1), RLz(:,1),... %[FLz .... 
            RRx(:,1), RRy(:,1), RRz(:,1)]';  %[ |  .... 
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                                             %[ |  .... 

                                                                                         

  
% Virtual nominal cab parameters 

  
heightTFL=HeightCoordTop-pos_nom(1,3); 
heightBFL=pos_nom(1,3)-HeightCoordBottom; 
heightTFR=HeightCoordTop-pos_nom(2,3); 
heightBFR=pos_nom(2,3)-HeightCoordBottom; 
heightTRL=HeightCoordTop-pos_nom(3,3); 
heightBRL=pos_nom(3,3)-HeightCoordBottom; 
heightTRR=HeightCoordTop-pos_nom(4,3); 
heightBRR=pos_nom(4,3)-HeightCoordBottom; 
height_cabin=[ heightTFL; heightBFL; heightTFR; heightBFR; heightTRL; 

heightBRL; heightTRR; heightBRR ]; 

  
widthFL = pos_nom(1,2)-WidthCoordLeft; 
widthFR = WidthCoordRight-pos_nom(2,2); 
widthRL = pos_nom(3,2)-WidthCoordLeft; 
widthRR = WidthCoordRight-pos_nom(4,2); 
width_cabin=[ widthFL; widthFR; widthRL; widthRR ]; 

  

  
Cab_nominal=[   pos_nom(1,:) + [0   -widthFL    heightTFL ]   ;... TopFL 
                pos_nom(1,:) + [0   -widthFL    -heightBFL]   ;... BottomFL 
                pos_nom(2,:) + [0   widthFR     heightTFR ]   ;... TopFR 
                pos_nom(2,:) + [0   widthFR     -heightBFR]   ;... BottomFR 
                pos_nom(3,:) + [0   -widthRL    heightTRL ]   ;... TopRL 
                pos_nom(3,:) + [0   -widthRL    -heightBRL]   ;... BottomRL 
                pos_nom(4,:) + [0   widthRR     heightTRR ]   ;... TopRR 
                pos_nom(4,:) + [0   widthRR     -heightBRR]   ;... BottomRR 
                ]; 

             

  
% Calculations for correction translations for virtual corners due to 

difference in z values (correction angles) in the measurement points when 

cabin is in nominal position 

  
RollCorr=[corr_rollF, corr_rollF, corr_rollR, corr_rollR]; 
PitchCorr=[corr_pitchL, corr_pitchL, corr_pitchR, corr_pitchR]; 
YawCorr=[corr_yawF, corr_yawF, corr_yawR, corr_yawR]; 
L=zeros(1,8); 
beta=zeros(1,8); 
VirtCorrX=zeros(1,8); 
VirtCorrY=zeros(1,8); 
VirtCorrZ=zeros(1,8); 

  
for i=1:4 

     
    LT = height_cabin(2*i-1); 
    LB = height_cabin(2*i); 

     
    VirtCorrX(2*i-1)= LT*sind(PitchCorr(i)); 
    VirtCorrX(2*i)  = LB*sind(PitchCorr(i)); 
    VirtCorrY(2*i-1)= LT*sind(RollCorr(i)); 
    VirtCorrY(2*i)  = LB*sind(RollCorr(i)); 
    VirtCorrZ(2*i-1)= LT*(2-cosd(RollCorr(i))-cosd(PitchCorr(i))); 
    VirtCorrZ(2*i)  = LB*(2-cosd(RollCorr(i))-cosd(PitchCorr(i))); 
%     Yaw is neglegted in Corr values due to insignificant values 
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    L(2*i-1)= LT;   %L=[LT_FL, LB_FL, LT_FR, LB_FR, LT_RL, LB_RL, LT_RR, 

LB_RR] 
    L(2*i)  = LB; 

     

     
end 

  

  

  
% Rotation matrices around x, y and z axes 
nu=45; % x-rotation (degrees) 
phi=45; % y-rotation (degrees) 
psi=45; % z-rotation (degrees) 

  
Rotx = [    1               0               0       ;... 
            0           cosd(nu)        -sind(nu)   ;... 
            0           sind(nu)        cosd(nu)    ]; 
Roty = [ cosd(phi)          0           sind(phi)   ;... 
            0               1               0       ;... 
        -sind(phi)          0           cosd(phi)   ];     
Rotz = [ cosd(psi)      -sind(psi)          0       ;... 
         sind(psi)      cosd(psi)           0       ;... 
            0               0               1       ]; 

  

  
% -------------- Front Left Top and Bottom Corners -------------- 

  

  

  

  
NFL=cross(Coords(4:6,:)-Coords(1:3,:), Coords(7:9,:)-Coords(1:3,:));    % 

Calculating normal vector 
NunitFL = bsxfun(@times,  1./sqrt(sum(NFL.^2,1)),  NFL);                % 

Calculating Normal unit vector with "Nunit=N/sqrt(sum(NFL.^2,1))" 
TopFL    = bsxfun(@plus, (Coords(1:3,:) - L(1)*NunitFL) + 

[widthFL*sind(angle_yawF'); -widthFL*(cosd(angle_rollF')+cosd(angle_yawF')-

1); -widthFL*sind(angle_rollF')], [-VirtCorrX(1);  VirtCorrY(1);  

VirtCorrZ(1)]); 
BottomFL = bsxfun(@plus, (Coords(1:3,:) + L(2)*NunitFL) + 

[widthFL*sind(angle_yawF'); -widthFL*(cosd(angle_rollF')+cosd(angle_yawF')-

1); -widthFL*sind(angle_rollF')], [ VirtCorrX(2); -VirtCorrY(2); -

VirtCorrZ(2)]) ; 

  
% Extremes Bottom Front Left 
if FilterBottomFL==1 

     
    BottomFL_delta=bsxfun(@minus, BottomFL, Cab_nominal(2,:)'); % Convert 

coordinates to delta values in order to be able to use rotations properly 
    BFL_scalers=max(abs(BottomFL_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates 

in order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    BottomFL_scaled=[BottomFL_delta(1,:)'/BFL_scalers(1) , 

BottomFL_delta(2,:)'/BFL_scalers(2) , BottomFL_delta(3,:)'/BFL_scalers(3)]; 

  

     
    BFL=[BottomFL_scaled, (1:Nc)'];   % Add position vector 
    BFL_xs=sortrows(BFL,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x-values 
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    BFL_ys=sortrows(BFL,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y-values 
    BFL_zs=sortrows(BFL,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    BFL_xss=[BFL_xs(Nx,1),BFL_xs(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in x-

direction 
    BFL_yss=[BFL_ys(Nxlow,2),BFL_ys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in y-

direction 
    BFL_zss=[BFL_zs(Nxlow,3),BFL_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in z-

direction 

  
    BFLrotz=[(Rotz*BottomFL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BFL_xpzs=sortrows(BFLrotz,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    BFL_ypzs=sortrows(BFLrotz,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    BFL_xpzss=[BFL_xpzs(Nx,1),BFL_xpzs(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

x'-direction 
    BFL_ypzss=[BFL_ypzs(Nxlow,2),BFL_ypzs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in y'-direction (Nx keeps both low and high extremes) 
    %xpz = xprim after rotation around z-axis 

  
    BFLrotx=[(Rotx*BottomFL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BFL_ypxs=sortrows(BFLrotx,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    BFL_zpxs=sortrows(BFLrotx,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    BFL_ypxss=[BFL_ypxs(Nxhigh,2),BFL_ypxs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction 
    BFL_zpxss=[BFL_zpxs(Nxlow,3),BFL_zpxs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

  
    BFLroty=[(Roty*BottomFL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BFL_xpys=sortrows(BFLroty,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    BFL_zpys=sortrows(BFLroty,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    BFL_xpyss=[BFL_xpys(Nxlow,1),BFL_xpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in x'-direction 
    BFL_zpyss=[BFL_zpys(Nxlow,3),BFL_zpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

  
    BFLrotxz=[(Rotx\Rotz*BottomFL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BFL_ypxzs=sortrows(BFLrotxz,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-

values after 45d rotation around z and then -45d rotation around x 
    BFL_ypxzss=[BFL_ypxzs(Nxlow,2),BFL_ypxzs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction 

     
end 

  

  

  

  
% -------------- Front Right Top and Bottom Corners -------------- 

  
NFR=cross(Coords(10:12,:)-Coords(4:6,:), Coords(1:3,:)-Coords(4:6,:));  % 

Calculating normal vector 
NunitFR = bsxfun(@times,  1./sqrt(sum(NFR.^2,1)),  NFR);                % 

Calculating Normal unit vector with "Nunit=N/sqrt(sum(NFL.^2,1))" 
TopFR    = bsxfun(@plus, (Coords(4:6,:) - L(3)*NunitFR) + [-

widthFR*sind(angle_yawF'); widthFR*(cosd(angle_rollF')+cosd(angle_yawF')-
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1); widthFR*sind(angle_rollF')], [-VirtCorrX(3);  VirtCorrY(3);  

VirtCorrZ(3)]) ;  
BottomFR = bsxfun(@plus, (Coords(4:6,:) + L(4)*NunitFR) + [-

widthFR*sind(angle_yawF'); widthFR*(cosd(angle_rollF')+cosd(angle_yawF')-

1); widthFR*sind(angle_rollF')], [ VirtCorrX(4); -VirtCorrY(4); -

VirtCorrZ(4)]) ; 

  
% Extremes Bottom Front Right 
if FilterBottomFR==1 

     
    BottomFR_delta=bsxfun(@minus, BottomFR, Cab_nominal(4,:)'); % Convert 

coordinates to delta values in order to be able to use rotations properly 
    BFR_scalers=max(abs(BottomFR_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates 

in order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    BottomFR_scaled=[BottomFR_delta(1,:)'/BFR_scalers(1) , 

BottomFR_delta(2,:)'/BFR_scalers(2) , BottomFR_delta(3,:)'/BFR_scalers(3)]; 

     
    BFR=[BottomFR_scaled, (1:Nc)'];   % Add position vector 
    BFR_xs=sortrows(BFR,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x-values 
    BFR_ys=sortrows(BFR,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y-values 
    BFR_zs=sortrows(BFR,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    BFR_xss=[BFR_xs(Nx,1),BFR_xs(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in x-

direction 
    BFR_yss=[BFR_ys(Nxhigh,2),BFR_ys(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

y-direction 
    BFR_zss=[BFR_zs(Nxlow,3),BFR_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in z-

direction 

  
    BFRrotz=[(Rotz*BottomFR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BFR_xpzs=sortrows(BFRrotz,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    BFR_ypzs=sortrows(BFRrotz,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    BFR_xpzss=[BFR_xpzs(Nxlow,1),BFR_xpzs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in x'-direction 
    BFR_ypzss=[BFR_ypzs(Nx,2),BFR_ypzs(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

y'-direction (Nx keeps both low and high extremes) 

  
    BFRrotx=[(Rotx*BottomFR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BFR_ypxs=sortrows(BFRrotx,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    BFR_zpxs=sortrows(BFRrotx,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    BFR_ypxss=[BFR_ypxs(Nxhigh,2),BFR_ypxs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction 
    BFR_zpxss=[BFR_zpxs(Nxlow,3),BFR_zpxs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

  
    BFRroty=[(Roty*BottomFR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BFR_xpys=sortrows(BFRroty,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    BFR_zpys=sortrows(BFRroty,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    BFR_xpyss=[BFR_xpys(Nxlow,1),BFR_xpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in x'-direction 
    BFR_zpyss=[BFR_zpys(Nxlow,3),BFR_zpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

  
    BFRrotyz=[(Roty*Rotz*BottomFR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
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    BFR_xpyzs=sortrows(BFRrotyz,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-

values after 45d rotation around z and then 45d rotation around y 
    BFR_xpyzss=[BFR_xpyzs(Nxlow,1),BFR_xpyzs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in x'-direction 

  
end 

  

  

  

  
% -------------- Rear Left Top and Bottom Corners -------------- 

  
NRL=cross(Coords(10:12,:)-Coords(7:9,:), Coords(1:3,:)-Coords(7:9,:));  % 

Calculating normal vector 
NunitRL = bsxfun(@times,  1./sqrt(sum(NRL.^2,1)),  NRL);                % 

Calculating Normal unit vector with "Nunit=N/sqrt(sum(NFL.^2,1))" 
TopRL    = bsxfun(@plus, (Coords(7:9,:) + L(5)*NunitRL) + 

[widthRL*sind(angle_yawR'); -widthRL*(cosd(angle_rollR')+cosd(angle_yawR')-

1); -widthRL*sind(angle_rollR')], [-VirtCorrX(5);  VirtCorrY(5);  

VirtCorrZ(5)]); 
BottomRL = bsxfun(@plus, (Coords(7:9,:) - L(6)*NunitRL) + 

[widthRL*sind(angle_yawR'); -widthRL*(cosd(angle_rollR')+cosd(angle_yawR')-

1); -widthRL*sind(angle_rollR')], [ VirtCorrX(6); -VirtCorrY(6); -

VirtCorrZ(6)]) ; 

  
% Extremes Bottom Rear Left 
if FilterBottomRL==1 

     
    BottomRL_delta=bsxfun(@minus, BottomRL, Cab_nominal(6,:)'); % Convert 

coordinates to delta values in order to be able to use rotations properly 
    BRL_scalers=max(abs(BottomRL_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates 

in order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    BottomRL_scaled=[BottomRL_delta(1,:)'/BRL_scalers(1) , 

BottomRL_delta(2,:)'/BRL_scalers(2) , BottomRL_delta(3,:)'/BRL_scalers(3)]; 

  

     
    BRL=[BottomRL_scaled, (1:Nc)'];   % Add position vector 
    BRL_xs=sortrows(BRL,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x-values 
    BRL_ys=sortrows(BRL,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y-values 
    BRL_zs=sortrows(BRL,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    BRL_xss=[BRL_xs(Nx,1),BRL_xs(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in x-

direction 
    BRL_yss=[BRL_ys(Nxlow,2),BRL_ys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in y-

direction 
    BRL_zss=[BRL_zs(Nxlow,3),BRL_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in z-

direction 

  
    BRLrotz=[(Rotz*BottomRL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BRL_xpzs=sortrows(BRLrotz,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    BRL_ypzs=sortrows(BRLrotz,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    BRL_xpzss=[BRL_xpzs(Nx,1),BRL_xpzs(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

x'-direction 
    BRL_ypzss=[BRL_ypzs(Nxlow,2),BRL_ypzs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in y'-direction (Nx keeps both low and high extremes) 
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    BRLrotx=[(Rotx*BottomRL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BRL_ypxs=sortrows(BRLrotx,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    BRL_zpxs=sortrows(BRLrotx,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    BRL_ypxss=[BRL_ypxs(Nxhigh,2),BRL_ypxs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction 
    BRL_zpxss=[BRL_zpxs(Nxlow,3),BRL_zpxs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

  
    BRLroty=[(Roty*BottomRL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BRL_xpys=sortrows(BRLroty,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    BRL_zpys=sortrows(BRLroty,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    BRL_xpyss=[BRL_xpys(Nx,1),BRL_xpys(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

x'-direction 
    BRL_zpyss=[BRL_zpys(Nxlow,3),BRL_zpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

  
    BRLrotyz=[(Roty\Rotz*BottomRL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BRL_xpyzs=sortrows(BRLrotyz,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-

values after 45d rotation around z and then -45d rotation around y 
    BRL_xpyzss=[BRL_xpyzs(Nxhigh,1),BRL_xpyzs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in x'-direction 

     
end 

  
% Extremes Top Rear Left 
if FilterTopRL==1 

     
    TopRL_delta=bsxfun(@minus, TopRL, Cab_nominal(5,:)'); % Convert 

coordinates to delta values in order to be able to use rotations properly 
    TRL_scalers=max(abs(TopRL_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates in 

order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    TopRL_scaled=[TopRL_delta(1,:)'/TRL_scalers(1) , 

TopRL_delta(2,:)'/TRL_scalers(2) , TopRL_delta(3,:)'/TRL_scalers(3)]; 

  

     
    TRL=[TopRL_scaled, (1:Nc)'];   % Add position vector 
    TRL_xs=sortrows(TRL,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x-values 
    TRL_ys=sortrows(TRL,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y-values 
    TRL_zs=sortrows(TRL,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    TRL_xss=[TRL_xs(Nxhigh,1),TRL_xs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

x-direction 

 
    TRLrotz=[(Rotz*TopRL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    TRL_xpzs=sortrows(TRLrotz,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    TRL_ypzs=sortrows(TRLrotz,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    TRL_ypzss=[TRL_ypzs(Nxhigh,2),TRL_ypzs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction (Nx keeps both low and high extremes) 

 
    TRLroty=[(Roty*TopRL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    TRL_xpys=sortrows(TRLroty,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
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    TRL_zpys=sortrows(TRLroty,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    TRL_zpyss=[TRL_zpys(Nxlow,3),TRL_zpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

     
end 

  

  
% -------------- Rear Right Top and Bottom Corners -------------- 

  
NRR=cross(Coords(4:6,:)-Coords(10:12,:), Coords(7:9,:)-Coords(10:12,:));    

% Calculating normal vector 
NunitRR = bsxfun(@times,  1./sqrt(sum(NRR.^2,1)),  NRR);                % 

Calculating Normal unit vector with "Nunit=N/sqrt(sum(NFL.^2,1))" 
TopRR    = bsxfun(@plus, (Coords(10:12,:) + L(7)*NunitRR) + [-

widthRR*sind(angle_yawR'); widthRR*(cosd(angle_rollR')+cosd(angle_yawR')-

1); widthRR*sind(angle_rollR')], [-VirtCorrX(7);  VirtCorrY(7);  

VirtCorrZ(7)]); 
BottomRR = bsxfun(@plus, (Coords(10:12,:) - L(8)*NunitRR) + [-

widthRR*sind(angle_yawR'); widthRR*(cosd(angle_rollR')+cosd(angle_yawR')-

1); widthRR*sind(angle_rollR')], [ VirtCorrX(8); -VirtCorrY(8); -

VirtCorrZ(8)]) ; 

  
% Extremes Bottom Rear Right 
if FilterBottomRR==1 

     
    BottomRR_delta=bsxfun(@minus, BottomRR, Cab_nominal(8,:)'); % Convert 

coordinates to delta values in order to be able to use rotations properly 
    BRR_scalers=max(abs(BottomRR_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates 

in order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    BottomRR_scaled=[BottomRR_delta(1,:)'/BRR_scalers(1) , 

BottomRR_delta(2,:)'/BRR_scalers(2) , BottomRR_delta(3,:)'/BRR_scalers(3)]; 

     
    BRR=[BottomRR_scaled, (1:Nc)'];   % Add position vector 
    BRR_xs=sortrows(BRR,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x-values 
    BRR_ys=sortrows(BRR,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y-values 
    BRR_zs=sortrows(BRR,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    BRR_xss=[BRR_xs(Nx,1),BRR_xs(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in x-

direction 
    BRR_yss=[BRR_ys(Nxhigh,2),BRR_ys(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

y-direction 
    BRR_zss=[BRR_zs(Nxlow,3),BRR_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in z-

direction 

  
    BRRrotz=[(Rotz*BottomRR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BRR_xpzs=sortrows(BRRrotz,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    BRR_ypzs=sortrows(BRRrotz,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    BRR_xpzss=[BRR_xpzs(Nx,1),BRR_xpzs(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

x'-direction 
    BRR_ypzss=[BRR_ypzs(Nxhigh,2),BRR_ypzs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction (Nx keeps both low and high extremes) 

  
    BRRrotx=[(Rotx*BottomRR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BRR_ypxs=sortrows(BRRrotx,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
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    BRR_zpxs=sortrows(BRRrotx,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    BRR_ypxss=[BRR_ypxs(Nxhigh,2),BRR_ypxs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction 
    BRR_zpxss=[BRR_zpxs(Nxlow,3),BRR_zpxs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

  
    BRRroty=[(Roty*BottomRR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BRR_xpys=sortrows(BRRroty,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    BRR_zpys=sortrows(BRRroty,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    BRR_xpyss=[BRR_xpys(Nx,1),BRR_xpys(Nx,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

x'-direction 
    BRR_zpyss=[BRR_zpys(Nxlow,3),BRR_zpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

  
    BRRrotxz=[(Rotx*Rotz*BottomRR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    BRR_ypxzs=sortrows(BRRrotxz,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-

values after 45d rotation around z and then 45d rotation around x 
    BRR_ypxzss=[BRR_ypxzs(Nxhigh,2),BRR_ypxzs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction 

  
end 

  
% Extremes Top Rear Right 
if FilterTopRR==1 

     
    TopRR_delta=bsxfun(@minus, TopRR, Cab_nominal(7,:)'); % Convert 

coordinates to delta values in order to be able to use rotations properly 
    TRR_scalers=max(abs(TopRR_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates in 

order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    TopRR_scaled=[TopRR_delta(1,:)'/TRR_scalers(1) , 

TopRR_delta(2,:)'/TRR_scalers(2) , TopRR_delta(3,:)'/TRR_scalers(3)]; 

     
    TRR=[TopRR_scaled, (1:Nc)'];   % Add position vector 
    TRR_xs=sortrows(TRR,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x-values 
    TRR_ys=sortrows(TRR,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y-values 
    TRR_zs=sortrows(TRR,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    TRR_xss=[TRR_xs(Nxhigh,1),TRR_xs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

x-direction 

 
    TRRrotz=[(Rotz*TopRR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    TRR_xpzs=sortrows(TRRrotz,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    TRR_ypzs=sortrows(TRRrotz,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around z 
    TRR_xpzss=[TRR_xpzs(Nxhigh,1),TRR_xpzs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in x'-direction 

 
    TRRroty=[(Roty*TopRR_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    TRR_xpys=sortrows(TRRroty,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    TRR_zpys=sortrows(TRRroty,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    TRR_zpyss=[TRR_zpys(Nxlow,3),TRR_zpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 
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end 

  
%% Virtual cab middle points 

  

  
% Middle Bottom Front 
MiddleBottomFront = ((BottomFL + BottomFR)./2 ); 

  
if FilterMiddleBottomFront == 1 

  
    MBF_delta = bsxfun(@minus, MiddleBottomFront, 

((Cab_nominal(2,:)+Cab_nominal(4,:))./2)'); 
    MBF_scalers=max(abs(MBF_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates in 

order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    MBF_scaled=[MBF_delta(1,:)'/MBF_scalers(1) , 

MBF_delta(2,:)'/MBF_scalers(2) , MBF_delta(3,:)'/MBF_scalers(3)]; 

     
    MBF = [MBF_scaled, (1:Nc)']; 
    MBF_xs=sortrows(MBF,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x-values 
    MBF_zs=sortrows(MBF,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    MBF_xss=[MBF_xs(Nxlow,1),MBF_xs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in x-

direction 
    MBF_zss=[MBF_zs(Nxlow,3),MBF_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in z-

direction 

     
    MBFroty=[(Roty*MBF_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    MBF_xpys=sortrows(MBFroty,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    MBF_zpys=sortrows(MBFroty,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around y 
    MBF_xpyss=[MBF_xpys(Nxlow,1),MBF_xpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in x'-direction 
    MBF_zpyss=[MBF_zpys(Nxlow,3),MBF_zpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

     
end    

  
% Middle Bottom Rear 
MiddleBottomRear = ((BottomRL + BottomRR)./2 ); 

  
if FilterMiddleBottomRear == 1 

  
    MBRe_delta = bsxfun(@minus, MiddleBottomRear, 

((Cab_nominal(6,:)+Cab_nominal(8,:))./2)'); 
    MBRe_scalers=max(abs(MBRe_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates in 

order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    MBRe_scaled=[MBRe_delta(1,:)'/MBRe_scalers(1) , 

MBRe_delta(2,:)'/MBRe_scalers(2) , MBRe_delta(3,:)'/MBRe_scalers(3)]; 

     
    MBRe = [MBRe_scaled, (1:Nc)']; 
    MBRe_xs=sortrows(MBRe,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x-values 
    MBRe_zs=sortrows(MBRe,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    MBRe_xss=[MBRe_xs(Nxhigh,1),MBRe_xs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in x-direction 
    MBRe_zss=[MBRe_zs(Nxlow,3),MBRe_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

z-direction 
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    MBReroty=[(Roty*MBRe_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    MBRe_xpys=sortrows(MBReroty,1);     % Sort rows with respect to x'-

values after 45d rotation around y 
    MBRe_zpys=sortrows(MBReroty,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-

values after 45d rotation around y 
    MBRe_xpyss=[MBRe_xpys(Nxlow,1),MBRe_xpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in x'-direction 
    MBRe_zpyss=[MBRe_zpys(Nxlow,3),MBRe_zpys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in z'-direction 

     
end 

  
% Middle Bottom Left 
MiddleBottomLeft = ((BottomFL + BottomRL)./2 ); 

  
if FilterMiddleBottomLeft == 1 

  
    MBL_delta = bsxfun(@minus, MiddleBottomLeft, 

((Cab_nominal(2,:)+Cab_nominal(6,:))./2)'); 
    MBL_scalers=max(abs(MBL_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates in 

order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    MBL_scaled=[MBL_delta(1,:)'/MBL_scalers(1) , 

MBL_delta(2,:)'/MBL_scalers(2) , MBL_delta(3,:)'/MBL_scalers(3)]; 

     
    MBL = [MBL_scaled, (1:Nc)']; 
    MBL_ys=sortrows(MBL,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y-values 
    MBL_zs=sortrows(MBL,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    MBL_yss=[MBL_ys(Nxlow,2),MBL_ys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in y-

direction 
    MBL_zss=[MBL_zs(Nxlow,3),MBL_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in z-

direction 

     
    MBLrotx=[(Rotx*MBL_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    MBL_ypxs=sortrows(MBLrotx,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    MBL_zpxs=sortrows(MBLrotx,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-values 

after 45d rotation around x 
    MBL_ypxss=[MBL_ypxs(Nxhigh,2),MBL_ypxs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction 
    MBL_zpxss=[MBL_zpxs(Nxlow,3),MBL_zpxs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values 

in z'-direction 

     
end 

  

  
% Middle Bottom Right 
MiddleBottomRight = ((BottomFR + BottomRR)./2 ); 

  
if FilterMiddleBottomRight == 1 

  
    MBRi_delta = bsxfun(@minus, MiddleBottomRight, 

((Cab_nominal(4,:)+Cab_nominal(8,:))./2)'); 
    MBRi_scalers=max(abs(MBRi_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates in 

order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    MBRi_scaled=[MBRi_delta(1,:)'/MBRi_scalers(1) , 

MBRi_delta(2,:)'/MBRi_scalers(2) , MBRi_delta(3,:)'/MBRi_scalers(3)]; 
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    MBRi = [MBRi_scaled, (1:Nc)']; 
    MBRi_ys=sortrows(MBRi,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y-values 
    MBRi_zs=sortrows(MBRi,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    MBRi_yss=[MBRi_ys(Nxlow,2),MBRi_ys(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

y-direction 
    MBRi_zss=[MBRi_zs(Nxlow,3),MBRi_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in 

z-direction 

     
    MBRirotx=[(Rotx*MBRi_scaled')' (1:Nc)']; 
    MBRi_ypxs=sortrows(MBRirotx,2);     % Sort rows with respect to y'-

values after 45d rotation around x 
    MBRi_zpxs=sortrows(MBRirotx,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z'-

values after 45d rotation around x 
    MBRi_ypxss=[MBRi_ypxs(Nxhigh,2),MBRi_ypxs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in y'-direction 
    MBRi_zpxss=[MBRi_zpxs(Nxlow,3),MBRi_zpxs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme 

values in z'-direction 

     
end 

  

  
% Bottom center 
BottomCenter = (BottomFL + BottomFR + BottomRL + BottomRR)./4; 

  
if FilterBottomCenter == 1 

     
    BC_delta = bsxfun(@minus, BottomCenter, 

((Cab_nominal(2,:)+Cab_nominal(4,:)+Cab_nominal(6,:)+Cab_nominal(8,:))./4)'

); 
    BC_scalers=max(abs(BC_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates in 

order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    BC_scaled=[BC_delta(1,:)'/BC_scalers(1) , BC_delta(2,:)'/BC_scalers(2) 

, BC_delta(3,:)'/BC_scalers(3)]; 

     
    BC = [BC_scaled, (1:Nc)']; 
    BC_zs=sortrows(BC,3);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    BC_zss=[BC_zs(Nxlow,3),BC_zs(Nxlow,4)];  % Keep extreme values in z-

direction 

     
end 

  
% Rear center 
RearCenter = (BottomRL + BottomRR + TopRL + TopRR)./4; 

  
if FilterRearCenter == 1 

     
    RC_delta = bsxfun(@minus, RearCenter, 

((Cab_nominal(5,:)+Cab_nominal(6,:)+Cab_nominal(7,:)+Cab_nominal(8,:))./4)'

); 
    RC_scalers=max(abs(RC_delta'));   % Scale the delta coordinates in 

order to make all axes equally important when filtering the rotated 

coordinates 
    RC_scaled=[RC_delta(1,:)'/RC_scalers(1) , RC_delta(2,:)'/RC_scalers(2) 

, RC_delta(3,:)'/RC_scalers(3)]; 

     
    RC = [RC_scaled, (1:Nc)']; 
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    RC_xs=sortrows(RC,1);     % Sort rows with respect to z-values 
    RC_xss=[RC_xs(Nxhigh,1),RC_xs(Nxhigh,4)];  % Keep extreme values in z-

direction 

     
end 

  
 

%% Filtered Position Vectors 

  
if FilterBottomFL==1 
    kBFL=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Bottom Front 

Left corner 
        BFL_xss(:,2); BFL_yss(:,2); BFL_zss(:,2);... 
        BFL_xpzss(:,2); BFL_ypzss(:,2); BFL_ypxss(:,2); BFL_zpxss(:,2); 

BFL_xpyss(:,2); BFL_zpyss(:,2); BFL_ypxzss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kBFL=[]; 
end 

  
if FilterBottomFR==1 
    kBFR=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Bottom Front 

Right corner 
        BFR_xss(:,2); BFR_yss(:,2); BFR_zss(:,2);... 
        BFR_xpzss(:,2); BFR_ypzss(:,2); BFR_ypxss(:,2); BFR_zpxss(:,2); 

BFR_xpyss(:,2); BFR_zpyss(:,2); BFR_xpyzss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kBFR=[]; 
end 

  
if FilterTopRL==1  
    kTRL=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Top Rear Left 

corner 
        BRL_xss(:,2);... 
        BRL_ypzss(:,2); BRL_zpyss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kTRL=[]; 
end 

  
if FilterBottomRL==1 
    kBRL=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Bottom Rear Left 

corner 
        BRL_xss(:,2); BRL_yss(:,2); BRL_zss(:,2);... 
        BRL_xpzss(:,2); BRL_ypzss(:,2); BRL_ypxss(:,2); BRL_zpxss(:,2); 

BRL_xpyss(:,2); BRL_zpyss(:,2); BRL_xpyzss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kBRL=[]; 
end 

     
if FilterTopRR==1  
    kTRR=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Top Rear Right 

corner 
        TRR_xss(:,2);... 
        TRR_xpzss(:,2); TRR_zpyss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kTRR=[]; 
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end 

     
if FilterBottomRR==1   
    kBRR=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Bottom Rear 

Right corner 
        BRR_xss(:,2); BRR_yss(:,2); BRR_zss(:,2);... 
        BRR_xpzss(:,2); BRR_ypzss(:,2); BRR_ypxss(:,2); BRR_zpxss(:,2); 

BRR_xpyss(:,2); BRR_zpyss(:,2); BRR_ypxzss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kBRR=[]; 
end 

  
if FilterMiddleBottomFront==1   
    kMBF=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Middle Bottom 

Front 
        MBF_xss(:,2); MBF_zss(:,2);... 
        MBF_xpyss(:,2); MBF_zpyss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kMBF=[]; 
end 

  
if FilterMiddleBottomRear==1   
    kMBRe=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Middle Bottom 

Rear 
        MBRe_xss(:,2); MBRe_zss(:,2);... 
        MBRe_xpyss(:,2); MBRe_zpyss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kMBRe=[]; 
end 

  
if FilterMiddleBottomLeft==1   
    kMBL=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Middle Bottom 

Front 
        MBL_yss(:,2); MBL_zss(:,2);... 
        MBL_ypxss(:,2); MBL_zpxss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kMBL=[]; 
end 

  
if FilterMiddleBottomRight==1   
    kMBRi=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Middle Bottom 

Right 
        MBRi_yss(:,2); MBRi_zss(:,2);... 
        MBRi_ypxss(:,2); MBRi_zpxss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kMBRi=[]; 
end 

  
if FilterBottomCenter==1   
    kBC=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Middle Bottom 

Center 
        BC_zss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kBC=[]; 
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end 

  
if FilterRearCenter==1   
    kRC=unique([...  Filtered position vector for virtual Middle Bottom 

Center 
        RC_xss(:,2);... 
        ]); 
else 
    kRC=[]; 
end 

  

  
% ----------------- Choose which point to filter by ------------------ 
kChosen=unique([... 
                kBFL;... 
                kBFR;... 
                kTRL;... 
                kBRL;... 
                kTRR;... 
                kBRR;... 
                kMBF;... 
                kMBRe;... 
                kMBL;... 
                kMBRi;... 
                kBC;... 
                kRC;... 
                ]); 

  
disp(['Found ' num2str(length(kChosen)) ' extreme positions.']) 
if length(kChosen) > 50 || isempty(kChosen) 
    disp(['This exceeds the limit set by the user (' num2str(LimitExtremes) 

'). Recalculating...']) 
end 
if isempty(kChosen) 
    disp('Increasing the filtering percentage') 
    p=p*2.4; 
end 
p=p*0.5; 

  
end 
disp(['Time to filter extremes: ' num2str(toc) ' sec.']) 

  

  
%% Virtual Cabin plots 
tic 

  
if PLOTVIRTUALCAB == 1 

  
    figure(100);clf;  
    hold on 

     
    % Cab corners 
    if PlotCornerTopFL==1 
        plot3(TopFL(1,:), TopFL(2,:), TopFL(3,:), '.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotCornerBottomFL==1 
        plot3(BottomFL(1,:), BottomFL(2,:), BottomFL(3,:), '.b', 

'MarkerSize', 1); 
    end 
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    if PlotCornerTopFR==1 
        plot3(TopFR(1,:), TopFR(2,:), TopFR(3,:), '.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotCornerBottomFR==1 
        plot3(BottomFR(1,:), BottomFR(2,:), BottomFR(3,:), '.b', 

'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotCornerTopRL==1 
        plot3(TopRL(1,:), TopRL(2,:), TopRL(3,:), '.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotCornerBottomRL==1 
        plot3(BottomRL(1,:), BottomRL(2,:), BottomRL(3,:), '.b', 

'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotCornerTopRR==1 
        plot3(TopRR(1,:), TopRR(2,:), TopRR(3,:), '.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotCornerBottomRR==1 
        plot3(BottomRR(1,:), BottomRR(2,:), BottomRR(3,:), '.b', 

'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 

     
    % Middle points  
    if PlotMiddleBottomFront==1 
        plot3(MiddleBottomFront(1,:), MiddleBottomFront(2,:), 

MiddleBottomFront(3,:), '.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotMiddleBottomRear==1 
        plot3(MiddleBottomRear(1,:), MiddleBottomRear(2,:), 

MiddleBottomRear(3,:), '.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotMiddleBottomLeft==1 
        plot3(MiddleBottomLeft(1,:), MiddleBottomLeft(2,:), 

MiddleBottomLeft(3,:), '.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotMiddleBottomRight==1 
        plot3(MiddleBottomRight(1,:), MiddleBottomRight(2,:), 

MiddleBottomRight(3,:), '.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotBottomCenter==1 
        plot3(BottomCenter(1,:), BottomCenter(2,:), BottomCenter(3,:), 

'.b', 'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 
    if PlotRearCenter==1 
        plot3(RearCenter(1,:), RearCenter(2,:), RearCenter(3,:), '.b', 

'MarkerSize', 1) 
    end 

  
    % Virtual nominal cab 
    fill3([Cab_nominal(1,1), Cab_nominal(2,1), Cab_nominal(4,1), 

Cab_nominal(3,1)],       [Cab_nominal(1,2), Cab_nominal(2,2), 

Cab_nominal(4,2), Cab_nominal(3,2)],         [Cab_nominal(1,3), 

Cab_nominal(2,3), Cab_nominal(4,3), Cab_nominal(3,3)], [0.5,0.5,0.5]) % 

Front 
    fill3([Cab_nominal(5,1), Cab_nominal(6,1), Cab_nominal(8,1), 

Cab_nominal(7,1)],       [Cab_nominal(5,2), Cab_nominal(6,2), 

Cab_nominal(8,2), Cab_nominal(7,2)],         [Cab_nominal(5,3), 

Cab_nominal(6,3), Cab_nominal(8,3), Cab_nominal(7,3)], [0.5,0.5,0.5]) % 

Rear 
    fill3([Cab_nominal(1,1), Cab_nominal(2,1), Cab_nominal(6,1), 

Cab_nominal(5,1)],       [Cab_nominal(1,2), Cab_nominal(2,2), 
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Cab_nominal(6,2), Cab_nominal(5,2)],         [Cab_nominal(1,3), 

Cab_nominal(2,3), Cab_nominal(6,3), Cab_nominal(5,3)], [0.5,0.5,0.5]) % 

Left 
    fill3([Cab_nominal(3,1), Cab_nominal(4,1), Cab_nominal(8,1), 

Cab_nominal(7,1)],       [Cab_nominal(3,2), Cab_nominal(4,2), 

Cab_nominal(8,2), Cab_nominal(7,2)],         [Cab_nominal(3,3), 

Cab_nominal(4,3), Cab_nominal(8,3), Cab_nominal(7,3)], [0.5,0.5,0.5]) % 

Right 
    fill3([Cab_nominal(1,1), Cab_nominal(5,1), Cab_nominal(7,1), 

Cab_nominal(3,1)],       [Cab_nominal(1,2), Cab_nominal(5,2), 

Cab_nominal(7,2), Cab_nominal(3,2)],         [Cab_nominal(1,3), 

Cab_nominal(5,3), Cab_nominal(7,3), Cab_nominal(3,3)], [0.5,0.5,0.5]) % 

Roof 
    fill3([Cab_nominal(2,1), Cab_nominal(6,1), Cab_nominal(8,1), 

Cab_nominal(4,1)],       [Cab_nominal(2,2), Cab_nominal(6,2), 

Cab_nominal(8,2), Cab_nominal(4,2)],         [Cab_nominal(2,3), 

Cab_nominal(6,3), Cab_nominal(8,3), Cab_nominal(4,3)], [0.5,0.5,0.5]) % 

Floor 
    if CheckNominal == 1 
        axis equal 
        xlabel('x-axis');ylabel('y-axis');zlabel('z-axis');title('Virtual 

Cabin Plot'); 
        plot3(pos_nom(:,1), pos_nom(:,2), pos_nom(:,3), 'ro', 'MarkerSize', 

10) 
        view(-37.5,30) 
        keyboard 
    end 

  

  
    for ii=1:length(kChosen)     % Walls 
        x=kChosen(ii); 
    fill3([TopFL(1,x), BottomFL(1,x), BottomFR(1,x), TopFR(1,x)], 

[TopFL(2,x), BottomFL(2,x), BottomFR(2,x), TopFR(2,x)], [TopFL(3,x), 

BottomFL(3,x), BottomFR(3,x), TopFR(3,x)], 'm') % Front 
    fill3([TopRL(1,x), BottomRL(1,x), BottomRR(1,x), TopRR(1,x)], 

[TopRL(2,x), BottomRL(2,x), BottomRR(2,x), TopRR(2,x)], [TopRL(3,x), 

BottomRL(3,x), BottomRR(3,x), TopRR(3,x)], 'm') % Rear 
    fill3([TopFL(1,x), BottomFL(1,x), BottomRL(1,x), TopRL(1,x)], 

[TopFL(2,x), BottomFL(2,x), BottomRL(2,x), TopRL(2,x)], [TopFL(3,x), 

BottomFL(3,x), BottomRL(3,x), TopRL(3,x)], 'g') % Left 
    fill3([TopFR(1,x), BottomFR(1,x), BottomRR(1,x), TopRR(1,x)], 

[TopFR(2,x), BottomFR(2,x), BottomRR(2,x), TopRR(2,x)], [TopFR(3,x), 

BottomFR(3,x), BottomRR(3,x), TopRR(3,x)], 'g') % Right 
    fill3([TopFL(1,x), TopRL(1,x), TopRR(1,x), TopFR(1,x)], [TopFL(2,x), 

TopRL(2,x), TopRR(2,x), TopFR(2,x)], [TopFL(3,x), TopRL(3,x), TopRR(3,x), 

TopFR(3,x)], 'y') % Roof 
    fill3([BottomFL(1,x), BottomRL(1,x), BottomRR(1,x), BottomFR(1,x)], 

[BottomFL(2,x), BottomRL(2,x), BottomRR(2,x), BottomFR(2,x)], 

[BottomFL(3,x), BottomRL(3,x), BottomRR(3,x), BottomFR(3,x)], 'r') % Floor 

  
    end 

  
    grid on 
    axis equal 
    xlabel('x-axis');ylabel('y-axis');zlabel('z-axis');title('Virtual Cabin 

Plot'); 
    view(-37.5,30) 
    zoom on 
    hold off 
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   disp(' ') 
   disp(['Time to plot virtual cab: ' num2str(toc) ' sec.'])  
else 

  
disp(' ') 
disp('Virtual cab plot not updated.') 
end 

  

  
%% Manually chosen extreme positions 

  
if ManualExtremes == 1 && PLOTVIRTUALCAB == 1 
    clear ChosenPositions 
    disp(' ') 
    disp('Choose manual extreme positions and add them to variable 

"ChosenPositions" (case-sensitive). Then write "return" in the command 

window') 
    figure(100) 
    keyboard 

     
    while ~exist('ChosenPositions','var')  
        prompt = 'No variable with the name ChosenPositions was found, do 

you want to try again? (1=yes, 0=no): '; 
        Answer = input(prompt); 

         
        if Answer == 1 
            disp('Choose manual extreme positions and add them to variable 

"ChosenPositions" (case-sensitive). Then write "return" in the command 

window') 
            figure(100) 
            keyboard 
        else 
            ChosenPositions = []; 
        end 
    end 

     
    if isstruct(ChosenPositions) 
        kManual=zeros(length(ChosenPositions),1); 

         
        for i = 1:length(ChosenPositions) 
            kManual(i)=ChosenPositions(i).DataIndex; 
        end 

         
        % Add manual extreme positions to the virtual cabin plot 
        figure(100);hold on; 
        for ii=1:length(kManual)     % Walls 
            x=kManual(ii); 
            fill3([TopFL(1,x), BottomFL(1,x), BottomFR(1,x), TopFR(1,x)], 

[TopFL(2,x), BottomFL(2,x), BottomFR(2,x), TopFR(2,x)], [TopFL(3,x), 

BottomFL(3,x), BottomFR(3,x), TopFR(3,x)], 'm') % Front 
            fill3([TopRL(1,x), BottomRL(1,x), BottomRR(1,x), TopRR(1,x)], 

[TopRL(2,x), BottomRL(2,x), BottomRR(2,x), TopRR(2,x)], [TopRL(3,x), 

BottomRL(3,x), BottomRR(3,x), TopRR(3,x)], 'm') % Rear 
            fill3([TopFL(1,x), BottomFL(1,x), BottomRL(1,x), TopRL(1,x)], 

[TopFL(2,x), BottomFL(2,x), BottomRL(2,x), TopRL(2,x)], [TopFL(3,x), 

BottomFL(3,x), BottomRL(3,x), TopRL(3,x)], 'g') % Left 
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            fill3([TopFR(1,x), BottomFR(1,x), BottomRR(1,x), TopRR(1,x)], 

[TopFR(2,x), BottomFR(2,x), BottomRR(2,x), TopRR(2,x)], [TopFR(3,x), 

BottomFR(3,x), BottomRR(3,x), TopRR(3,x)], 'g') % Right 
            fill3([TopFL(1,x), TopRL(1,x), TopRR(1,x), TopFR(1,x)], 

[TopFL(2,x), TopRL(2,x), TopRR(2,x), TopFR(2,x)], [TopFL(3,x), TopRL(3,x), 

TopRR(3,x), TopFR(3,x)], 'y') % Roof 
            fill3([BottomFL(1,x), BottomRL(1,x), BottomRR(1,x), 

BottomFR(1,x)], [BottomFL(2,x), BottomRL(2,x), BottomRR(2,x), 

BottomFR(2,x)], [BottomFL(3,x), BottomRL(3,x), BottomRR(3,x), 

BottomFR(3,x)], 'r') % Floor 
        end 

     
        % Add manual extreme positions to the filtered position vector 
        kChosen=[... 
                kChosen;... 
                kManual;... 
                ]; 

         
    end 
end 

  

  

  
%% Comparison 

  
MeasuredPoints=length(FL_xd); 
FilteredPoints=length(kChosen); 
PercentageRemoved=(1-FilteredPoints/MeasuredPoints)*100; 

  
disp(' ') 
disp(['Raw data points: ' num2str(MeasuredPoints)]) 
% disp(['Data points after main filtering: ' num2str(FilteredPoints)]) 
disp(['Data points in chosen filtering: ' num2str(length(kChosen))]) 
disp(['Percentage removed: ' num2str(PercentageRemoved)]) 

  

  
%% Transformation Matrices 
NoMatrices = 0; 

  

  
FL_p = pos_nom(1,:); 
FR_p = pos_nom(2,:); 
RL_p = pos_nom(3,:); 
RR_p = pos_nom(4,:); 
FL_pp = [FLx(kChosen,1), FLy(kChosen,1), FLz(kChosen,1)]; 
FR_pp = [FRx(kChosen,1), FRy(kChosen,1), FRz(kChosen,1)]; 
RL_pp = [RLx(kChosen,1), RLy(kChosen,1), RLz(kChosen,1)]; 
RR_pp = [RRx(kChosen,1), RRy(kChosen,1), RRz(kChosen,1)]; 

  
if FilterBottomFL == 1 && FilterBottomFR == 0 && FilterTopRL == 0 && 

FilterBottomRL == 0 && FilterTopRR == 0 && FilterBottomRR == 0 
    p1          = FL_p;     p2          = FR_p;      p3         = RL_p; 
    p_prime1    = FL_pp;    p_prime2    = FR_pp;      p_prime3   = RL_pp; 
    ChosenMeasurePoint = 'FrontLeft'; 

     
elseif FilterBottomFL == 0 && FilterBottomFR == 1 && FilterTopRL == 0 && 

FilterBottomRL == 0 && FilterTopRR == 0 && FilterBottomRR == 0 
    p1          = FR_p;     p2          = FL_p;      p3         = RR_p; 
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    p_prime1    = FR_pp;    p_prime2    = FL_pp;      p_prime3   = RR_pp; 
    ChosenMeasurePoint = 'FrontRight'; 

     
elseif FilterBottomFL == 0 && FilterBottomFR == 0 && (FilterTopRL == 1 || 

FilterBottomRL == 1) && FilterTopRR == 0 && FilterBottomRR == 0 
    p1          = RL_p;     p2          = RR_p;      p3         = FL_p; 
    p_prime1    = RL_pp;    p_prime2    = RR_pp;      p_prime3   = FL_pp; 
    ChosenMeasurePoint = 'RearLeft'; 

     
elseif FilterBottomFL == 0 && FilterBottomFR == 0 && FilterTopRL == 0 && 

FilterBottomRL == 0 && (FilterTopRR == 1 || FilterBottomRR == 1) 
    p1          = RR_p;     p2          = RL_p;      p3         = FR_p; 
    p_prime1    = RR_pp;    p_prime2    = RL_pp;      p_prime3   = FR_pp; 
    ChosenMeasurePoint = 'RearRight'; 

     
else 
    disp(' ') 
    disp('Only filter by one corner if transformation matrices are 

required') 
    NoMatrices=1;    
end  

  
if NoMatrices == 0 

     
    M = cell(length(kChosen),1); 
    for i = 1:length(kChosen) 

  
        M{i} = TransformationMatrix(p1,p2,p3, 

p_prime1(i,:),p_prime2(i,:),p_prime3(i,:)); 

  

  
    end 

  
end 

  
%% Find in which test and at what time the extremes occured 

  
TestTimeChosen= zeros(length(kChosen),2); 

  
for i=1:length(kChosen); 

  
TT=TestTime(kChosen(i),:); 
CurrentTest=TestTime(TestTime(:,1)==TT(1),:); 
[timems, xyz] = find(CurrentTest(:,2)==TT(2)); 
TestTimeChosen(i,:) = [TT(1), timems/1000]; 

  
end 

  

  
%% Write to Excel 

  
tic 

  
if CreateExcel == 1 && NoMatrices == 0 

     
    ExcelFileName = ['TransformationMatrices_' ChosenMeasurePoint '.xlsx']; 
    ExcelPath = [pwd, '\TranformationMatrices\' ExcelFileName];  
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    sheet=1; 

     

     
    if exist(ExcelPath,'file') == 2 
        disp(' ') 
        disp('Excel with transformation matrices for that measure point 

already exists.') 

         

         
    else 
        disp(' ') 
        disp('Creating Excel document...') 

         
        % Create headers for excel 
        InputHeaders = [cellstr('Extreme position number:'); 

cellstr('Tranformation matrices:'); cellstr(' '); cellstr(' '); cellstr(' 

');... 
                        cellstr(' '); cellstr(' '); cellstr(' '); cellstr(' 

'); cellstr(' '); cellstr(' '); cellstr(' '); cellstr(' ');... 
                        cellstr('Test number:'); cellstr('At second:'); 

cellstr('Roll angle front:'); cellstr('Roll angle rear:');... 
                        cellstr('Pitch angle left:'); cellstr('Pitch angle 

right:'); cellstr('Yaw angle front:'); cellstr('Yaw angle rear:')]'; 
        ExcelCell=['A' num2str(1)]; 
        xlswrite(ExcelFileName, InputHeaders, sheet, ExcelCell) 
        for i=1:length(kChosen) 

             
            x=kChosen(i); 
            % Input Transformation Matrix 
            InputMatrix = [i M{i}(1,1:3) M{i}(2,1:3) M{i}(3,1:3) 

M{i}(4,1:3),... % Numbering plus transformation matrix 
                            TestTimeChosen(i,1) TestTimeChosen(i,2) 

angle_rollF(x) angle_rollR(x) angle_pitchL(x) angle_pitchR(x) angle_yawF(x) 

angle_yawR(x)]; 
            ExcelCell=['A' num2str(i+1)]; 
            xlswrite(ExcelFileName, InputMatrix, sheet, ExcelCell) 

     
        end 
        disp(['Time to write Excel document: ' num2str(toc) ' sec']) 
    end 

  
end 
if CreateExcel == 1 && NoMatrices == 1 
    disp('Can not create excel due to lack of matrices') 
end  
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8.2 MATLAB transformation matrix function 
%% Transformation Matrix Calculation 
function [M] = TransformationMatrix(p1,p2,p3, p_prime1,p_prime2,p_prime3) 

         
p = [ p1; p2; p3 ]; 
p_prime = [ p_prime1; p_prime2; p_prime3 ]; 

  
%Nominal 
v1=p(2,:)-p(1,:); 
v1norm=v1/norm(v1); 
v2=p(3,:)-p(1,:); 
v2norm=v2/norm(v2); 

  
N= cross(v1norm,v2norm); 
Nnorm=N/norm(N); 
N2= cross(v1norm,Nnorm); 
N2norm=N2/norm(N2); 

  
Q=[v1norm; Nnorm; N2norm]; 

  
%Moved 
v1_prime=p_prime(2,:)-p_prime(1,:); 
v1norm_prime=v1_prime/norm(v1_prime); 
v2_prime=p_prime(3,:)-p_prime(1,:); 
v2norm_prime=v2_prime/norm(v2_prime); 

  
N_prime= cross(v1norm_prime,v2norm_prime); 
Nnorm_prime=N_prime/norm(N_prime); 
N2_prime= cross(v1norm_prime,Nnorm_prime); 
N2norm_prime=N2_prime/norm(N2_prime); 

  
Q_prime=[v1norm_prime; Nnorm_prime; N2norm_prime]; 

  
R=Q\Q_prime; 
T=p_prime(1,:)-p(1,:)*R; 
M=eye(4); 
M(:,1:3)=[R;T];  
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8.3 Positioning and instantiating macro script 
'------------------------------------------------------ 

'Instantiating and positioning CATIA V5 Macro 

'Language=VBA 

'-------------------------------------------------------- 

Sub CATMain() 

Dim documents1 

Set documents1 = CATIA.Documents 

Dim productDocument1 As ProductDocument 

Dim productDocument2 As ProductDocument 

Dim product1 As Product 

Dim product2 As Product 

Dim product3 As Product 

Dim product4 As Product 

Dim products1 As Products 

Dim products2 As Products 

Dim parameters1 As Parameters 

Dim parameter As Parameters 

Dim Highest As Long 

Highest = 19999999 

Dim Lowest As Long 

Lowest = 10000000 

Dim j 

Dim k 

Dim XLPath 

Dim XLApp 

Dim XLFile 

Dim XLRowMatrix(11) 

Dim FileNameNoExtensionFromPath 

Dim NodeCalled 

Dim LineName 

Dim strLineName 

'productdocumnet is the document that is currently open in the active catia 

window 

Set productDocument1 = CATIA.ActiveDocument 

Dim oSel 

Dim oSelToPaste 

'oSel is a selection in the active window 

Set oSel = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Selection 
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'Clear all selections 

oSel.Clear 

'prompot the user to activate the PRC the macro work only if the main 

node/PRC is activated 

Dim YesOrNoAnswerToMessageBox As String 

Dim QuestionToMessageBox As String 

QuestionToMessageBox = "The PRC node has to be activated (blue) before 

running the macro." & vbNewLine & "Is the PRC node activated?" 

YesOrNoAnswerToMessageBox = MsgBox(QuestionToMessageBox, vbYesNo, "MoveIt 

Macro") 

If YesOrNoAnswerToMessageBox = vbNo Then 

MsgBox "Please activate the PRC node and run the macro again.", 

vbExclamation, "MoveIt Macro" 

MsgBox "The macro will be aborted.", vbExclamation, "MoveIt Macro" 

    End   

    Else   

    End If 

'Display Messagebox prompting  user to select excel file 

MsgBox "Please select excel file!", vbQuestion, "MoveIt Macro" 

'Opens file selection dialoge box, only excel files can be selected 

XLPath = CATIA.FileSelectionBox("Select Excel File", "*.xlsx", 0) 

'If file selection is cancelled, display error message and exit macro 

    If XLPath = "" Then 

    MsgBox "File selection is cancelled. The macro will be aborted.", 

vbExclamation, "MoveIt Macro" 

    End 

    Else 

'Call excel application 

Set XLApp = CreateObject("Excel.Application") 

'Find excel file 

Set XLFile = GetObject(XLPath) 

'Switch off Excel visibility during macro execution 

XLApp.Visible = False 

'Switch off screen updating during macro execution 

XLApp.ScreenUpdating = False 

'Open excel file 

Set XLFile = XLApp.workbooks.Open(XLPath) 

    End If 

'Read excel file name 

Dim intStartLoc As Integer 

Dim intEndLoc As Integer 

Dim intLength As Integer 
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intStartLoc = Len(XLPath) - (Len(XLPath) - InStrRev(XLPath, "\") - 1) 

intEndLoc = Len(XLPath) - (Len(XLPath) - InStrRev(XLPath, ".")) 

intLength = intEndLoc - intStartLoc 

FileNameNoExtensionFromPath = Mid(XLPath, intStartLoc, intLength) 

'give excel file name to node 

NodeCalled = CStr(FileNameNoExtensionFromPath) 

'product1 is the PRC 

Set product1 = productDocument1.Product 

'parameters are the PRC properties 

Set parameters1 = product1.UserRefProperties 

'products1 are the nodes under the PRC/product1 

Set products1 = product1.Products 

'Randomize node name 

Dim RandomNumber 

Dim str 

Randomize 

RandomNumber = Int(Rnd * (Highest - Lowest)) + Lowest 

str = CStr(RandomNumber) 

'product2 is the new node which is added below the PRC and it is called " " 

Set product2 = products1.AddNewComponent("Product", " ") 

'call sub to create a random node name 

product2.PartNumber = str 

product2.Name = str 

'productdocument2 is a geometry which belongs to the created product 

Set productDocument2 = documents1.Item(str + ".CATProduct") 

'product 3 is the product of productdocument2 

Set product3 = productDocument2.Product 

'paramenters are the properties of product3 

Set parameter = product3.UserRefProperties 

'set all parameters of the new node 

'----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dim strParam1 

Dim strParam2 

Dim strParam3 

Dim strParam4 

Dim strParam5 

Dim strParam6 

Dim strParam7 

Dim strParam8 
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Dim strParam9 

Dim strParam10 

Dim strParam11 

Dim strParam12 

Dim strParam13 

Dim strParam14 

Dim strParam15 

Dim strParam16 

Set strParam1 = parameter.CreateString("SCANIA Part Type", "N") 

Set strParam2 = parameter.CreateString("SCANIA Part Number", "") 

Set strParam3 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_1", "0.0") 

Set strParam4 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_2", "0.0") 

Set strParam5 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_3", "0.0") 

Set strParam6 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_4", "0.0") 

Set strParam7 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_5", "0.0") 

Set strParam8 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_6", "0.0") 

Set strParam9 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_7", "0.0") 

Set strParam10 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_8", "0.0") 

Set strParam11 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_9", "0.0") 

Set strParam12 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_10", "0.0") 

Set strParam13 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_11", "0.0") 

Set strParam14 = parameter.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_12", "0.0") 

Set strParam15 = parameter.CreateString("Status", "") 

product3.Definition = (NodeCalled) 

product3.Revision = "1" 

Set strParam1 = parameter.GetItem("SCANIA Part Type") 

strParam1.ValuateFromString "N" 

Set strParam2 = parameter.GetItem("SCANIA Part Number") 

strParam2.ValuateFromString str 

Set strParam3 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_1") 

strParam3.ValuateFromString "1.0" 

Set strParam4 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_2") 

strParam4.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam5 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_3") 

strParam5.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam6 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_4") 

strParam6.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam7 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_5") 

strParam7.ValuateFromString "1.0" 

Set strParam8 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_6") 
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strParam8.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam9 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_7") 

strParam9.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam10 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_8") 

strParam10.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam11 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_9") 

strParam11.ValuateFromString "1.0" 

Set strParam12 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_10") 

strParam12.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam13 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_11") 

strParam13.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam14 = parameter.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_12") 

strParam14.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam16 = parameter.CreateString("Life Cycle Status", "InWork") 

Set strParam16 = parameter.GetItem("Life Cycle Status") 

strParam16.ValuateFromString "PreInWork" 

'-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dim InputObjType(1) 

Dim sStatus 

'Display Messagebox prompting user to select parts 

MsgBox "Please select parts", vbQuestion, "MoveIt Macro" 

'Only products and parts can be selected 

InputObjType(0) = "Product" 

InputObjType(1) = "Part" 

'Opens Catia selection window 

sStatus = oSel.SelectElement3(InputObjType, "Select parts", False, 

CATMultiSelTriggWhenUserValidatesSelection, True) 

'If selection is cancelled exit marco 

 If sStatus = "Cancel" Then 

 MsgBox "Part selection is cancelled. The macro will be aborted.", 

vbExclamation, "MoveIt Macro" 

 End 

 Else 

 MsgBox "Item(s) selected", vbInformation 

 End If 

'Copy selected parts 

oSel.Copy 

'Read excel file from the second row until an emtpy row is found 

k = 2 

Do Until XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("B" & k).Value = "" 
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'Assign each cell value to transformation matrix element 

XLRowMatrix(0) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("B" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(1) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("C" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(2) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("D" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(3) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("E" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(4) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("F" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(5) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("G" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(6) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("H" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(7) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("I" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(8) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("J" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(9) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("K" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(10) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("L" & k) 

XLRowMatrix(11) = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("M" & k) 

LineName = XLApp.ActiveSheet.Range("A" & k) 

strLineName = CStr(LineName) 

'Set paste destination as document selection 

Set oSelToPaste = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Selection 

oSelToPaste.Clear 

'products2 are nodes under the newly created node 

Set products2 = product3.Products 

'product4 is the new node which is added below product3 and it is called " 

" 

Set product4 = products2.AddNewComponent("Product", "") 

p = CStr(j) 

'Randomize node name 

Dim SecondNo 

Dim oName2 

Randomize 

SecondNo = Int(Rnd * (Highest - Lowest)) + Lowest 

oName2 = CStr(SecondNo) 

'give random name to the new node 

product4.PartNumber = oName2 

product4.Name = oName2 

Dim productDocument3 As ProductDocument 

'productdocument3 is a geometry which belongs to the created product 

Set productDocument3 = documents1.Item(oName2 + ".CATProduct") 

Dim product5 As Product 

'product 5 is the product of productdocument3 

Set product5 = productDocument3.Product 
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Dim parameter2 As Parameters 

'paramenters are the properties of product5 

Set parameter2 = product5.UserRefProperties 

'set all parameters of the new node 

'----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dim strParam21 

Dim strParam22 

Dim strParam23 

Dim strParam24 

Dim strParam25 

Dim strParam26 

Dim strParam27 

Dim strParam28 

Dim strParam29 

Dim strParam30 

Dim strParam31 

Dim strParam32 

Dim strParam33 

Dim strParam34 

Dim strParam35 

Dim strParam36 

Set strParam21 = parameter2.CreateString("SCANIA Part Type", "N") 

Set strParam22 = parameter2.CreateString("SCANIA Part Number", "") 

Set strParam23 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_1", "0.0") 

Set strParam24 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_2", "0.0") 

Set strParam25 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_3", "0.0") 

Set strParam26 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_4", "0.0") 

Set strParam27 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_5", "0.0") 

Set strParam28 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_6", "0.0") 

Set strParam29 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_7", "0.0") 

Set strParam30 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_8", "0.0") 

Set strParam31 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_9", "0.0") 

Set strParam32 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_10", "0.0") 

Set strParam33 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_11", "0.0") 

Set strParam34 = parameter2.CreateString("SCVPartAxis_12", "0.0") 

Set strParam35 = parameter2.CreateString("Status", "") 

product5.Definition = ("Extreme position No" + strLineName) 

product5.Revision = "1" 

Set strParam1 = parameter2.GetItem("SCANIA Part Type") 

strParam1.ValuateFromString "N" 
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Set strParam2 = parameter2.GetItem("SCANIA Part Number") 

 

strParam2.ValuateFromString oName2 

Set strParam3 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_1") 

strParam3.ValuateFromString "1.0" 

Set strParam4 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_2") 

strParam4.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam5 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_3") 

strParam5.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam6 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_4") 

strParam6.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam7 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_5") 

strParam7.ValuateFromString "1.0" 

Set strParam8 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_6") 

strParam8.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam9 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_7") 

strParam9.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam10 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_8") 

strParam10.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam11 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_9") 

strParam11.ValuateFromString "1.0" 

Set strParam12 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_10") 

strParam12.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam13 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_11") 

strParam13.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam14 = parameter2.GetItem("SCVPartAxis_12") 

strParam14.ValuateFromString "0.0" 

Set strParam36 = parameter2.CreateString("Life Cycle Status", "InWork") 

Set strParam36 = parameter2.GetItem("Life Cycle Status") 

strParam36.ValuateFromString "PreInWork" 

'-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

'pasting destination is the newly created node 

oSelToPaste.Add product4 

'paste user selected parts under the node 

oSelToPaste.Paste 

'clear selection 

oSelToPaste.Clear 

'select product4 

oSelToPaste.Add product4 
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'position product4 according to the transforamtion matrix in the line of 

the macro 

Dim PositioningObject 

Dim ObjectPos As Position 

Dim ObjectPosVariant As Variant 

'the object that is to be positioned is the first element of the selection 

(product4) 

Set PositioningObject = oSelToPaste.Item(1).Value 

Set ObjectPos = PositioningObject.Position 

Set ObjectPosVariant = ObjectPos 

'apply the transformation matrix to the node 

ObjectPosVariant.SetComponents XLRowMatrix 

'oSelToPaste.Add product4 

oSelToPaste.Clear 

k = k + 1 

Loop 

MsgBox "Move done!", vbInformation, "MoveIt Macro" 

oSel.Clear 

oSel.Add product2 

Dim VisPropSet 

'Set Visprops = oSel.VisProperties.SetRealColor(255, 0, 0) 

Set VisPropSet = oSel.VisProperties 

Dim Color1 

Dim Color2 

Dim Color3 

Dim High As Long 

High = 0 

Dim Low As Long 

Low = 255 

Randomize 

Color1 = Int(Rnd * (High - Low)) + Lowest 

Randomize 

Color2 = Int(Rnd * (High - Low)) + Lowest 

Randomize 

Color3 = Int(Rnd * (High - Low)) + Lowest 

RedNum = Color1 

GreenNum = Color2 

BlueNum = Color3 

VisPropSet.SetRealColor RedNum, GreenNum, BlueNum, 1 

'Changes the transparency of all the objects to mid-transparency (for 

opacity=128/255) and imposing inheritance 
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'VisPropSet.SetRealOpacity 128, 1 

XLApp.ScreenUpdating = True 

 

XLApp.Visible = True 

oSel.Clear 

End Sub 

 

 

 

 


